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Abstract
A series of experiments were carried out at Argonne National Laboratory to searchfor examples of proton emission from ground and low-lying states in odd-Z nucleiat the proton drip-line. Recoils from fusion evaporation reactions were separatedfrom other reaction products and dispersed according to their mass to chargeratio by the Fragment Mass Analyser, before being implanted into a double-sidedsilicon strip detector system, where their subsequent particle decays (proton oralpha) were measured.Proton emission from 157Ta was measured for the rst time, with a protonenergy of 927  7 keV and a half-life 10.1  0.4 ms, This was assigned to a 3.4 1.2 % proton branch from the s1=2 ground state on the basis of comparisons ofmeasured half-lives with those calculated using barrier penetration codes. Twonew proton lines were observed from the s1=2 ground state and h11=2 state in 161Re,with energies of 1192  6 keV and 1315  7 keV and half-lives of 0.37  0.04ms and 16  1 ms, respectively. The proton branching ratios from these stateswere measured at 100  7 % and 4.8  0.6 %, respectively. New proton lineswere also measured from states in 171Au and 167Ir. Proton radioactivity from theground state of the deformed nucleus 141Ho was measured with an energy of 1169 8 keV and a half-life of 4.2  0.4 ms and was assigned to the 7=2 [532] Nilssonorbital on the basis of proton decay rate calculated using a deformed model of thenucleus.Recent theoretical calculations which incorporate the above results, are presen-ted and discussed, along with a new model for calculating spectroscopic factorsfor spherical nuclei in the region 65  Z  81. The eect of a large deformationon proton decay rates is discussed with reference to 141Ho.
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Figure 1.1: The chart of the nuclides. Stable isotopes are shown as black squaresand the proton and neutron driplines as calculated by Moller et al. [Mol95] areindicated by the coloured lines.
2
correspondingly decrease, though quite modestly compared to alpha decay (seegure 1.2). However, other decay modes now become possible.  delayed nucleonemission can occur. In this process the initial  decay populates an excited statein the daughter nucleus which is unstable to the emission of one or more nucleons.The nucleon emission itself occurs very quickly, competing with  emission, sothat the whole decay occurs with a half-life characteristic of the  decay. Decaymodes such as p, n and  have been widely studied [Poe89] but analysis isoften complicated by a high density of excited states, with spacings smaller thanexperimentally achievable energy resolutions. This results in spectra with a broadenergy distribution.The eect of Coulomb repulsion becomes increasingly important at highermasses due to the Coulomb potential energy increasing at a faster rate (as Z2) thanthe nuclear binding energy (approximately as the mass number A). In heavier,proton-rich nuclides this results in spontaneous alpha emission which competeswith beta decay. Alpha emission shows a much greater sensitivity to the available





















Fig 1.2: Partial alpha and beta decay half-lives for neutron-decient isotopes ofiridium, as calculated by Moller et al.[Mol97].3
energy than  emission and the former quickly dominates moving further fromstability. This is shown clearly in gure 1.2 which shows the alpha and betapartial half-lives for neutron-decient isotopes of iridium (Z=77) from the tablesof Moller et al. [Mol97]. Between neutron numbers 86 and 105 the beta decaypartial half-life drops by around 2 orders of magnitude compared to 13 ordersof magnitude for alpha decay. For highly proton-rich nuclei above N=83, alphaemission is the dominant decay mode.Also shown in gure 1.1 are the proton and neutron drip-lines as predictedby the calculations of Moller et al. [Mol95]. They represent the nuclei whereproton or neutron decay becomes energetically allowed (Qp>0 or Qn>0). Beyondthe driplines partial half-lives for nucleon emission drop far more quickly thanthose for alpha and beta decay and this decay mode quickly dominates over them.Unlike alpha decay, direct proton or neutron emission requires no preformationof a cluster of nucleons within the nuclear surface. This simplies its theoreticaltreatment, allowing new insights into nuclear structure. In particular, proton de-cay rates (and neutron resonance widths) are very sensitive to the orbital angularmomentum of the nucleon. The determination of proton decay half-lives for arange of nuclei allows a unique insight into level orderings and the eects of de-formation for nuclei much further from stability than previously possible. As isevident in gure 1.1, the proton drip-line lies much closer to stability than theneutron drip-line, a consequence of the extra Coulomb repulsion between the nuc-leus and a proton, although this interaction also eectively provides a potentialbarrier which hinders immediate emission of an unbound proton.The experimental study of nuclei near the neutron drip-line is hindered by therelative remoteness of it and the diculty of accessing it for even moderately highvalues of Z. Despite this, highly neutron-rich nuclei have provided much interestingphysics including the neutron halo of 11Li, discovered by Tanihata et al. [Tan85]at Berkeley. This very weakly bound system was found to have an unexpectedly
4
large cross-section which was attributed to a large matter radius associated withtwo very loosely bound valence neutrons. Nuclei lying beyond the drip-line canexist as short-lived resonances and are studied using direct reaction mechanisms.However, the measurement of direct neutron emission presents great experimentaldiculties, not least its inaccessibility as mentioned above. The neutron drip-linehas probably only been mapped up to Z=9 and it is unlikely that this will beextended much in the near future.No conclusive evidence for proton halos exists [Tan88,Cso93], and the Cou-lomb barrier will tend to suppress extended proton wavefunctions. However thisCoulomb barrier, combined with the centrifugal barrier, also hinders the imme-diate emission of an unbound proton from a nucleus, and for heavier nuclei (Z> 50), decays can occur on a timescale long enough (> 1s) to allow detectionusing current separator techniques. Lower-Z nuclei have a relatively low Coulombbarrier and exist only as short-lived resonances which cannot be observed directlybut which are studied using direct reaction mechanisms. The use of radioactivebeams has facilitated the study of such nuclei and the proton drip-line has nowbeen mapped up to Z=21. Knowledge of nuclear properties in this region is re-quired for an understanding of nucleosynthesis and energy generation in explosivehydrogen burning, thought to occur in nova explosions [Cha92,Woo97]. The reac-tion networks associated with such astrophysical processes are the focus of muchcurrent work.In order to study proton unbound nuclei directly however, the search mustconcentrate on those nuclides with an expected half-life in the range (10 6 { 1s)to which current experiments are sensitive. At present, all observed ground stateproton emitters have had Z>50. The study of this phenomenon allows us toextend our understanding of mass systematics and test existing models at thelimit of nuclear stability. New proton radioactivity measurements for nuclei inregions of high expected deformation allow us to rene and develop theories of
5
the decay mechanism.
1.2 Production of Neutron Decient Nuclei
A variety of techniques have been used with diering success over the last fewdecades to produce nuclei close to the proton drip-line. Transfer reactions, suchas (4He, 8He) and (+, ) have been used to produce very light proton-rich nuclei,but these methods are limited to only these low-Z isotopes, since elsewhere thedrip-line lies so far from stability. Projectile fragmentation has shown a moregeneral application and has been used with great success at GANIL and the NSCL(examples in [Bor91, Moh91]) to search for drip-line nuclei up to about mass 100.High energy neutron-decient beams are fragmented and the ions detected bytheir time of ight and energy loss in implantation detectors. The proton inducedtarget spallation technique has been used at ISOLDE to study a wide range ofproton-rich nuclei (example in [Hag79]), but ion release times are generally toolong (usually > 1s) to study proton decay, since many drip-line nuclei in theregion of interest exhibit -decays with sub-100ms half-lives. Fusion-evaporationhas been by far the most successful method of producing intermediate and heavynuclei close to and beyond the proton dripline. Indeed, all examples of groundstate proton emitters observed so far have been produced in such reactions. Accessto the proton drip-line is made easier by beam and target both being proton richrelative to heavier stable nuclei because the valley of stability veers towards theneutron rich side at higher masses.However, such experiments are not without diculty, as demonstrated by thequite small number of proton emitters identied until relatively recently. Therst problem is accessing the proton drip-line, nding a method of synthesisingthese highly neutron-decient nuclei with sucient cross-section to allow theirobservation. Compound nuclei produced in these reactions favourably evaporate
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protons over neutrons, so cross-sections for the production of nuclei beyond theproton drip-line are often very low. Candidate nuclei are produced among a seaof other reaction products and unreacted beam particles which would drown anydecay signals detected, so any experimental system must incorporate a deviceto reject this massive background while maintaining as high a transmission aspossible for those nuclei of interest. Additionally, the assignment of any observeddecay to a parent nucleus requires some method of identifying the recoil nuclei.The detection system must also be as sensitive as possible to short half-lives sinceproton transition rates increase very quickly beyond the proton drip-line as thisdecay mode dominates over any others.During the 1960s Macfarlane had searched for neutron-decient nuclei in theregion close to the N=82 shell closure using light ion fusion reactions and a helium-jet transport system [Mac65]. The highly neutron-decient nuclei 155;156Lu and157;158Hf were produced but the use of a low mass beam made impossible theobservation of nuclei suciently far from stability to exhibit proton decay. Thetechnique also limited the observation of nuclei to those with half-lives > 30ms.
1.3 The Search for Proton Radioactivity
Initially it was expected that proton radioactivity from isomeric states in nucleibound to ground state proton emission would be the best source of informationon the decay mode since these nuclei would be closer to stability and hence easierto produce. However, strong -ray competition and very high angular momentumbarriers in these states made the search dicult, though proton emission from53mCo [Jac70] was observed as an unforeseen result of some -delayed protonexperiments. No other examples of such nuclei were found so the focus moved toground state proton emitters. Early experimenters were restricted by the limitednumber and low mass of projectile isotopes available, making it dicult to form
7
compound nuclei near the proton drip-line. Even if proton emitters were beingproduced, the low energy background from intense alpha groups produced in thereaction would have made the observation of the weak proton groups very dicult.It was not until the use of heavy ion fusion evaporation reactions combined within-ight separation of reaction products from the primary beam that ground stateproton radioactivity was observed. The short transport time through in-ightseparators ( 1 s) removed the half-life restrictions imposed by gas transporttechniques. The development of ever more sophisticated separation and detectionsystems, described in the following sections, greatly increased our ability to studynuclei with much smaller production cross-sections.
1.3.1 Early Proton Decay Experiments
Proton radioactivity from a nuclear ground state was rst discovered by Hofmannet al. [Hof81] using the UNILAC accelerator at GSI in Darmstadt, Germany.Developments in accelerator technology and, in particular ion-source techniques,allowed the acceleration of many more isotopes, removing the restriction on pro-jectile species which had hindered earlier searches. The reaction of a 58Ni beam ona 96Ru target was used to produce the compound nucleus 154Hf at an excitationenergy of 47 MeV. Reaction products then entered the SHIP in-ight velocity sep-arator [Mun79] in which reaction residues are separated from the primary beam,before being implanted into a position sensitive silicon detector system. A low in-tensity, low energy line was observed in the decay spectrum far below the energiesof the -lines. On the basis of measured excitation functions and cross-sectionsthe decay was assigned to 151Lu. A later experiment [Hof82] conrmed the protoncharacter of the line by a E-E measurement and measured the energy of theproton to be 1233  3 keV. The half-life was measured at 85  10 ms indicatingthe proton comes from the h11=2 orbital in the parent (see section 2.2.1).The SHIP velocity lter uses two electric and four magnetic dipoles together
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with two quadrupole triplets to separate reaction products from the faster movingbeam particles. Flight time through the 11m long separator is typically arounda microsecond and the total transmission eciency through the lter varies from3 - 20 % depending on the reaction channel. Beam suppression is also reactiondependent but is usually >108. In the SHIP experiments described, the recoil-ing residues passed out of the separator and were implanted into an array ofone-dimensional position sensitive silicon detectors which recorded the energy,time and position of each implantation event and any subsequent decay events.Implant-decay discrimination was achieved using secondary electron transmissiondetectors in front of the silicon detectors. Implant-decay correlations were madeby identifying events happening in the same position within a certain time win-dow. Sensitivity to short half-lives was improved by `switching o' the beam for15ms between 5ms beam pulses, and to longer half-lives by using a rotating cylin-der in front of the detectors to block evaporation residues for  300 ms intervals.Although this detection set-up was a big improvement on previous systems, byvirtue of its sensitivity to far shorter half-lives by use of non-chemically selectivetransportation of activity, it was somewhat limited by the absence of an identi-fying mechanism for the recoil ions, which resulted in diculty in identifying theorigins of decay lines.Klepper et al. [Kle82] used the on-line mass separator at GSI to search forproton emitters in the reaction 58Ni + 92Mo  ! 150Yb. The technique used atantalum catcher foil to stop the evaporation residues and the release time fromthe foil limited the search to nuclei with half-lives > 100 ms. The mass separatorprovided unambiguous assignment of the implanted ion to a particular mass group,facilitating the identication of decay lines. A line with energy 1044  25 keVand half-life 0.42  s was observed and assigned to the proton decay of 147Tm onthe basis of the mass determination provided by the mass separator along withenergy and cross-section considerations.
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Experimenters at the Munich Tandem Plus Post-Accelerator developed theFast Catcher Detection System which was capable of seeing decays with half-lives down to 10 ns. Evaporation residues were collected by a catcher foil lyingdownstream of an annular gas detector. Their subsequent decays were measuredby the gas detector during beam pauses. Faestermann et al. [Fae84] reported thediscovery of proton radioactivities from 113Cs and 109I using this system. However,eciencies were too low and background too high to detect other proton decayingnuclei with lower production cross-sections.A series of experiments were performed at SHIP, remeasuring all of the protondecays mentioned up to this point and identifying two new lines, one tentativelyassigned to an isomer in 147Tm [Hof89, Lar83] and the other tentatively assigned to150Lu [Hof84, Hof89]. However, the identication of any weaker proton decay lineswould require a more sensitive technique, including explicit mass identication,and a novel approach to detector design would be needed to assist the assignmentof decays to states in parent nuclei.
1.3.2 The Daresbury Experiments
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ions arriving at the focal plane of the separator.In earlier experiments studying proton rich nuclei [Woo89], evaporation productswere dispersed by the mass separator before being implanted into a 2d positionsensitive silicon surface barrier detector at the focal plane. Mass identicationof implanted ions was made by their horizontal position in the detector. The re-placement of the surface barrier detector by a double-sided silicon strip detector(DSSD)[Sel92a,Sel92b], never before used in a nuclear physics experiment, greatlyimproved the energy and position resolution, the latter increasing correlation e-ciencies, making possible the identication of even weaker decay lines. The designand use of the DSSD are more fully described in Chapter 3. The detector set-upfor the Daresbury proton decay experiments is shown in gure 1.3(b). Evapor-ation residues transmitted through the Recoil Separator then passed through acarbon foil detector (used for recoil-decay discrimination) before being implantedinto the DSSD. These experiments were sensitive to nuclei with half-lives as shortas 1 s, with sub-microbarn production cross-sections.The rst use of the DSSD [Sel92b] was in the study of the reaction 58Ni + 54Fe ! 112Xe in which a 0.81 MeV peak had been previously observed and indirectlyassigned [Fae84, Gil87] to 109I on the basis of excitation function measurementsand Q-value systematics. The Daresbury experiment provided unambiguous anddirect assignment to 109I by providing a correlation between the low energy peakand previous implantation events of mass 109, and between the proton peak andthe subsequent known alpha decay of 108Te at 3.32 MeV. A further experimentmeasured the proton transitions from 147Tm with improved half-life values. Directmass assignments and improved half-life measurements were also made for theproton lines from 150;151Lu.A further set of experiments was carried out to search for direct proton decayfrom 160Re, 156Ta, 146Tm, 128Pm, 132Eu, 138Tb and 142Ho [Woo93]. Proton peaksfrom the rst two of these were very cleanly identied [Pag92, Liv93a, Liv93b]
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For proton decay to be energetically allowed, it must have a positive Qp-value,dened as the dierence between initial and nal masses of the system:
Qp = (MZ+1  MZ  mp  me)c2 > 0 (2.1)
whereMZ+1 andMZ are the atomic masses of the parent and daughter nuclei, mpis the proton mass and me is the electron mass. Expressed in terms of bindingenergies, this condition is simply
Qp = BZ   BZ+1 > 0 (2.2)
where the binding energy BZ = (ZMH +NMn  MZ)c2 is the energy required tobreak up a nucleus of proton number Z and neutron number N into its constituentnucleons. Conservation of momentum demands that the kinetic energy of thedecay be divided between the proton and residual nucleus in inverse proportionto their masses. Therefore the proton and recoil energies are:
Ep = MZMZ +mp Qp (2.3)ER = mpMZ +mp Qp (2.4)A theoretical treatment of proton decay requires that a correction be made tothe above Q-value to take into account the energy loss of the proton as it passes14
through the electron cloud. This screening correction ESC is the dierence in theelectron binding energies of the parent and daughter atoms [Ras66]. Thus:
Qp;nuc = Qp + ESC = Ep(MZ +mp)=MZ + ESC (2.5)
2.1 Spherical Proton Emitters
Various theoretical approaches to proton emission from nuclei have been invest-igated. Unlike alpha decay, it requires no preformation of a cluster of nucleonswithin the nucleus, so problems involving absolute decay rates are alleviated. Oth-erwise proton decay can be treated in an analogous way to alpha decay with theinclusion of a spin-orbit term in the interaction, as the proton has a spin  = 1/2compared to zero for the alpha particle. The simplest theories of proton decayassume nucleons occupy single-particle orbits given in the spherical shell model,described below.
2.1.1 Spherical shell model
The success of the atomic shell model in providing clarication of the complicateddetails of atomic structure prompted nuclear physicists to adopt a similar approachto attack the problems of nuclear structure. Discontinuities in various physicalquantities, such as 2-proton separation energies and nuclear radii, at the `magic'numbers of nucleons give supporting evidence for the existence of nuclear shells.In the shell model the motion of each nucleon is considered to be governed byan average potential caused by all the other nucleons, which can be representedinitially by a spherically symmetric potential. The Hartree Fock method attemptsto determine a self-consistent average potential by considering the sum of thetwo-body interactions, but a simpler and quite eective method of reproducingobserved shell orderings and closures is to use a one-body potential determined
15
from basic nuclear properties. Solving the time-independent Schrodinger equation( h22m r2 + V (r))i(~r) = ii(~r) (2.6)for this potential one can calculate the energies of the subshells which the nucleonsoccupy. The Woods-Saxon potential [Woo54], which reects the mass distribu-tion within the nucleus, is considered a good approximation to the real nuclearpotential with no force experienced for a nucleon close to the centre and a strongattractive force at the nuclear surface. Outside the nuclear surface the potentialdrops rapidly to zero, reproducing the short range of the nuclear force:





























































































Figure 2.1: Level schemes deuced for a Woods-Saxon type potential (left) andWoods-Saxon plus spin-orbit interaction (right).
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2.2 Proton Decay Transition Rates
Proton decay can be treated as a quantum tunneling process. The proton sits inthe potential V (r) of the daughter nucleus which is treated as the sum of centralnuclear Vnuc, spin-orbit VSO, Coulomb VC and centrifugal Vl terms.
V (r) = Vnuc(r) + VSO(r) + VC(r) + Vl(r) (2.8)









Figure 2.2: Proton-nucleus potential
of conservation of spin and parity.Early treatments [Gam28,Gur28] of alpha emission in terms of quantum mech-anical tunneling through a barrier assigned a semi-classical decay constant
18
 ( = ln2=t1=2) equal to the product of a frequency factor in the potential well and a transmission coecient T :
 = T (2.9)
Hofmann [Hof89] used the expression
 = p22h23=2R3c(zZe2=RC  Qp;nuc)1=2 (2.10) = reduced mass of the systemRC = 1.21 fm  A1=3z; Z = charge of proton and daughter nucleus
for the frequency factor in analogy to one obtained by Bethe [Bet37] and Rasmussen[Ras66] for alpha decay rates. The WKB (Wentzel, Kramers, Brillouin) approx-imation gives the transmission coecient T as
T = Tjl = e 2Gjl (2.11)
where the Gamow factor Gjl is an integral over the forbidden region of the poten-tial between the classical turning points r1 and r2:
Gjl = q2=h2 Z r2r1 (V (r) Qp;nuc)1=2dr (2.12)
2.2.1 Sensitivity of the Decay Mode
The transmission probablility T (Eqn 2.11) has an exponential dependence on theintegral of the potential over the width of the barrier between the classical turningpoints, which is strongly dependent on the angular momentum and energy of theproton. Thus the proton partial half-lives are extremely sensitive to l and Qp;nuc.Fig 2.3 shows the predicted proton partial half-lives of the proton transitions fromthe s1=2, d3=2 and h11=2 orbitals in 167Ir to the 0+ ground state in 166Os as calculatedby the method described above.
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Figure 2.3: Predicted proton partial half-lives for proton decay from the s1=2, d3=2and h11=2 levels in 167Ir to the 0+ ground state of 166Os. The Q window representsthe range of energies for which protons have an experimentally observable half-life.
The proton partial half-life decreases by more than 24 orders of magnitudefor the three cases as Qp;nuc goes from 0.5 MeV to 2.5 MeV. In-ight separationtechniques only allow observation of decays with half-lives in the range 1 s to 1s and therefore only decays with Q-values within a small energy range, about 0.8-1.8 MeV for a typical rare-earth nucleus as shown in Fig 2.3, are detectable. Forlighter nuclei this Q window becomes even narrower (for Z=21, energy window 130-240 keV), and this is one explanation for the non-observation of protonemitters in the light nuclei.The centrifugal term in the total potential (Eqn 2.6) has an l2 dependenceand its importance is illustrated by the separation of the three curves in g 2.2.
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Q-values can be accurately determined experimentally, so identication of theproton orbital in the parent nucleus can be made by comparison of measured andcalculated half-lives. The data for proton emission from 167Ir are plotted in Fig2.3 and the assignments are discussed in chapter 4.
2.3 Recent Work on Spherical Proton Emitters
The recent explosion in the number of proton emitters discovered has promptedtheorists to re-examine the proton decay mechanism. A review of the varioustheoretical approaches to proton emission from spherical nuclei, which incorporatesome of the measurements presented in this thesis, is given in a recent paper byAberg, Semmes and Nazarewicz [Abe97]. These approaches are outlined below.Proton emitters can be considered as extremely narrow scattering resonanceswhich can be interpreted in terms of isolated quasistationary states. A perturb-ative approach to calculating transition rates, based on standard reaction the-ory[Sat83], is expected to be very accurate because of the very narrow widths ofthe resonances. Ground-state proton emission can be considered as one specicreaction channel, A+1Z+1X  !AZ Y + p (2.13)characterised by a transition amplitude TA+1;Z+1;A;Z . The resonance width can beexpressed through the transition amplitude as [Fes92, Kad71]
  = 2jTA+1;Z+1;A;Z j2 (2.14)
where the transition amplitude is given, in the distorted-wave Born approximation(DWBA) for example, by the expression:
TA+1;Z+1;A;Z =<  Ap	ApjVApj	A+1 > (2.15)where  Ap is the incoming spherical wave representing the relative motion of theproton with respect to the daughter nucleus, 	Ap is the product of the intrinsic21
wavefunctions of the proton and daughter, 	A+1 is the metastable state of theparent nucleus and VAp is the interaction between the proton and the daughternucleus.Once the decay width is calculated, the half-life of the proton decay can beobtained as t1=2;p = h   ln2 (2.16)I shall present three dierent methods used to calculate   as described in[Abe97]: the DWBA method, the modied two potential approach of Gurvitz[Gur88] and a quasi-classical approximation.
2.3.1 The DWBA method
The distorted wave Born approximation calculation of the transition amplitude[Eq. (2.15)] requires knowledge of the initial state wavefunction, the nal statewavefunctions and the interaction potential VAp. VAp is strictly a sum of twobody terms describing the interaction between the outgoing proton and each ofthe A nucleons in the daughter nucleus, but is approximated by a simpler onebody potential V which is a sum of a simple optical nuclear potential VN , and theCoulomb potential VC . V = VN + VC (2.17)The Gell-Mann, Goldberger transformation [Fes92, Sat83] can be used to rewriteEq. (2.15) as TA+1;Z+1;A;Z = < 	Ap CApjV   V 0C j	A+1 > (2.18)where  CAp is a positive energy eigenstate of the Hamiltonian T + V 0C where V 0C= Ze2=r, the point-charge Coulomb potential. The interaction V   V 0C can bewritten as the sum of the nuclear optical potential VN and the correction V C tothe Coulomb potential due to the nite charge distribution. Therefore
TA+1;Z+1;A;Z = < 	Ap CApjVN + V C j	A+1 > (2.19)22
In this work, the daughter nucleus is treated as an inert core and the wavefunction	Ap can be written as a product of the intrinsic wave functions of the proton (inthe ground state) and that of the daughter nucleus, A. The radial component of CAp is  l(r) = s 2h2k  Fl(r)r (2.20)where k = p2E=h,  is the reduced mass of the system and Fl is the normalCoulomb function. The k-dependent factor in this equation ensures proper renor-malisation of the function  . The initial state wavefunction, 	A+1, describes theproton quasi-bound to the core and can be written as a product of the daughternucleus wavefunction 	A and the proton wavefunction. The radial wavefunctionof the proton in the quasi-bound state,
nlj(r) = nlj(r)r (2.21)is found by numerically integrating the Schrodinger equation with the potential(2.17). The quasi-bound proton wavefunction nlj(r) is found by smoothly joiningthe wavefunction from the interior region with the irregular part of the Coulombwavefunction, G(r), which asymptotically describes the proton wavefunction asr  !1.Combining (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21), the resonance width becomes
  = 4h2k j Z 10 Fl(r)[VN + V Coul] nlj(r)drj2 (2.22)The nuclear interaction between the proton and the core, VN , is taken to comprisecentral and spin-orbit components, both of Woods-Saxon type.
2.3.2 The Two Potential Approach
Gurvitz[Gur88] considered the tunneling problem as the decay of a prepared stateusing a modied two-potential approach. This provides a perturbative method forcalculating the decay widths of isolated quasistationary states. The proton moves23
in an eective potential V (r), as shown in g 2.4(a), with an energy E lower thanthe barrier height. The potential V (r), which includes the centrifugal term, canbe split into two parts as shown in gs 2.4(b) and (c):
V (r) = U(r) +W (r) (2.23)
where
U(r) = 8><>: V (r) if r  rBVB if r > rB (2.24)and
W (r) = 8><>: 0 if r  rBVR   VB if r > rB (2.25)Initially , one can consider the proton in a bound eigenstate 0 of the HamiltonianH0 = h2(r2=2)+U(r) with an energy E0 < VB. The perturbing potentialW (r),transforms the stationary state into a quasistationary one, an eigenstate of thefull Hamiltonian H = H0 + W (r) with energy E. In general, E 6= E0. Anexpression for   can be obtained by solving the coupled equations provided bystandard time-dependent perturbation theory. First however, one must introducea `shifted' potential ~W = W (r) + VB as shown in g 2.4(d), in order to satisfythe condition that the perturbing potential vanishes as r ! 1.From this one can obtain a simple expression for the decay width
  = 4h2k Z 1rB nlj(r)W (r)l(r)dr2 (2.26)where k = p2E=h, nlj is the radial wavefunction of 0 and l(r) is the regularradial wavefunction of the Hamiltonian T + ~W , with the asymptotic behaviour
l(0) = 0 and l(r)! sin(kr   l=2 + l) for r !1 (2.27)
For r > rB the radial wavefunction nlj(r) is















Figure 2.4: The two potential approach.(a) The proton-nucleus potential V(r).(b)+(c) The potential can be split into two parts U(r) and W(r) such thatV(r)=U(r)+W(r). (d) The shifted potential ~W(r)
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and therefore the integral in (2.26) can be carried out analytically, giving
  = h2k jnlj(rB)[l(rB) + 0l(rB)]j2 (2.29)where  = q2(VB   E0)=h and 0l(r) = d=dr(l(r)). Note the nal resultdepends only on the value of the wavefunctions at rB although the contributionto the integral in eqn (2.26) comes entirely from the region r > rB. However, theresult depends only very weakly the particular choice of rB as variation of thisparameter increases the penetration in the classically forbidden region for one ofthe wavefunctions, but simultaneously decreases the penetration for the secondone, so that the result   tends to stay the same.In the approach of Aberg, Semmes and Nazarevich [Abe97] the scattering wavefunction l is given by
l(r) = l(rB) sinh(r)sinh(rB) if r < rB (2.30)l(r) = coslFl(kr)  sinlGl(kr) if r > rbig; (2.31)where Fl andGl are the regular and irregular Coulomb wavefunctions, respectively,and rbig is the cut-o radius beyond which the contribution from the nuclearpotential is unimportant. This condition is fullled for rbig > 1:5rB. In theintermediate region between rb and rbig the scattering wavefunction is obtained bydirect integration of the Schrodinger equation. The relative phase l is calculatedby matching logarithmic derivatives at r = rbig.By neglecting the nuclear contribution to the scattering state for r > RB, asimple approximation can be made to eqn 2.29, giving the phase shift as
tan l = kF 0l (krB)   coth(rB)Fl(krB)kG0l(krB)   coth(rB)Gl(krB) (2.32)
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2.3.3 Quasi-classical Approximation
In the quasi-classical limit, the expression for   in the two potential approachabove becomes [Gur88]
  = N h24 expf 2 Z r2r1 jk(r)jdrg (2.33)where hk(r) = q2[E   V (r)] is the classical momentum, r1;2 are the classicalturning points indicated in g 2.2 and E = Qp;nuc. The normalisation factor Nis usually evaluated considering only the classically allowed region,
N 1 = Z r1r0 drk(r)cos2[Z rr0 k(r0)dr0   4 ] (2.34)although in principle, the contribution from the forbidden region, if not small,should also be considered.
2.3.4 Model Parameters
For the proton-nuclear potential, it is normal to use a Woods-Saxon eld, consist-ing of central and spin-orbit terms.
VN(r) =  V 0Nuc f(r;RNuc; anuc) + V 0so:l2(1=r)(d=dr)f(r;Rso; aso) (2.35)
where
f(r;RNuc;so; anuc;so) = [1 + expfr  RNuc;soaNuc;so g] 1 (2.36)
:l = 8><>: l for j = l + 1=2 (l + 1) for j = l   1=2 (l > 0) (2.37) = p2fm (pion Compton wavelength) (2.38)
with the WS form factor dened by the radius RNuc = R0A1=3, and diuseness a.The eect on calculated half-lives of varying these two parameters within the rangeof their uncertainties has been shown to be small [Abe97, Hof96] and the results
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quoted in the following sections were calculated using the values of Becchettiand Greenlees [Bec69]: RNuc = 1:17; aNuc = 0:75; Rso = 1:01; aso = 0:75. Forthe depth of the central nuclear potential, Hofmann used the Becchetti-Greenleesexpressions
V 0Nuc = 54:0  0:32Qp;nuc + 0:4Z=A1=3 + 24:0(N   Z)=A (2.39)V 0so = 6:2 (2.40)
but in the calculations of Aberg et al, V 0Nuc was adjusted to reproduce the ener-gies of quasistationary states and V 0so was taken as  0:2V 0Nuc. In all the resultspresented, the Coulomb potential assumes uniform charge distribution within thenucleus and is given by
VC(r) = 8><>: ( Ze240RC ) (3  r2R2c ) for r  RCZe240r for r > RC (2.41)(2.42)
where RC = 1.21 A1=3 fm. The quasi-classical and TPA theories use a centrifugalterm strongly dependent on the angular momentum l of the proton:
Vl(r) = l(l + 1)h22r2 (2.43)
2.4 Spectroscopic factors
So far this work has treated proton emitting nuclei in the ideal case as inertcores with a proton occupying a single particle level with a well dened angularmomentum l. The WKB calculations neglect nuclear structure eects, apart froma change in angular momentum. The theoretical calculations of the proton partialhalf-lives presented earlier in this chapter ignored nuclear structure eects. Forspherical nuclei this is sucient for assignments of decays to particular orbitals,but a more complete description of proton decay should include eects due to the
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incomplete overlap of parent and daughter wavefunctions, which are described bythe use of the spectroscopic factor Sj.The experimental spectroscopic factor can be dened as the ratio of calculatedand measured half-lives, Sexpp = tth1=2=texp1=2 (2.44)The theoretical spectroscopic factor is a measure of the probability that, in theinitial nuclear state, all but one of the nucleons will nd themselves in an arrange-ment corresponding to the nal state. It is dened as [Boh69]
Sthp = 12Ii + 1 j < IijjaynljjjIf > j2 (2.45)in analogy to a proton pick-up reaction. A proton with angular momentum j isremoved from the parent nucleus with angular momentum Ii leaving the daughternucleus in the state I = If . aynlj is a creation operator [Boh69]. The overlap ofthe states might not be complete if, for example, the parent state of an odd-Aproton emitter consists of a hole in a particular orbital, while the daughter statehas this orbital completely lled. The eect of an incomplete overlap of parentand daughter wavefunctions is hindrance of any decay, hence an increase in thedecay half-life.Following the discovery of several new proton emitters at Argonne, a low-seniority shell model calculation of the wavefunctions for the parent and daughterstates has been carried out [Dav97a] in order to quantify the above approach forproton emitters in the region 65  Z  82. The model space consisted of 18particles in the s1=2, d3=2 and h11=2 proton orbitals above the Z=64 sub-shell clos-ure, with neutrons assumed to be spectators only, i.e., the neutron congurationdoes not change during the decay. The residual interaction used was a pairingforce and the single particle energies for the three orbitals were assumed to bedegenerate.
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The two-body pairing Hamiltonian has the form
H = Xj jnj +GXj;j0 ( 1)l+l0 [(j + 1=2)(j0 + 1=2)] A0y(j2)A0(j02)where j and nj are the single-particle energy and number of particles in orbitalj, G is the strength of the pairing interaction and A0y(j2)(A0(j02)) is the creation(annihilation) operator for a pair of protons in orbital j coupled to spin 0.Theassumption of degenerate levels (j = ) allows the use of the quasispin loweringand raising operators:
S+ =Xj ( 1)l(j + 1=2)lA0y(j2)S  =Xj0 ( 1)l0(j0 + 1=2)lA0y(j02)so we obtain the quasispin Hamiltonian
H = N+GS+S 
Quasispin operators obey the usual commutation relations for angular momentumoperators, and we have
[S+; S ] = 2S0 = N  Xj 2j + 12 = N   
where 








We have a total of 18 protons in the s1=2, d3=2 and h11=2, so 
=9. If p is the numberof proton hole pairs counting down from Z=82, the even-Z daughter nuclei haveN=18-2p, and the odd-Z proton emitters have N=10-2p, with 1 p 9. The30
spectroscopic factor, dened as the overlap between parent and daughter states isgiven by Sj(p) = jh45 p(J = j)ja1=2y1=2 (j)j9=29=2 pJ = 0ij2which can be reduced toSj(p) = 92 12 92   p222 jh4jja1=2yjj9=2ij2where the p dependence is now contained in the Clebsch-Gordan coecient. Thereduced matrix element can be evaluated for the case of p=9, where Sj(9) = 1,yielding the nal simple result: Sj(p) = p9A more sophisticated approach is presented in [Abe97] using the independent-quasiparticle approximation (BCS theory) in which the spectroscopic factor isgiven by Sthp = u2jwhere u2j is the probability that the spherical orbital (nlj) is empty in the daughternucleus. This assumes the nuclear core does not change during the decay process,ie. all other nucleons behave as spectators. The authors used a proton pairingstrength of Gp = 1A [17:9 + 0:176(N   Z)]and the pairing-active space consisting of the lowest Z degenerate single-particleproton levels to calculate theoretical spectroscopic factors.A comparison of experimental spectroscopic factors with those using the twoapproaches above is made in chapter 5.
2.5 Deformed nuclei
Nuclei away from closed shells can exhibit large quadrupole moments, and the useof a self-consistent spherical potential to calculate the energies and properties of31
states is no longer feasible. Nilsson [Nil55] used a shell model potential approx-imating the deformed nuclear shape, i.e. spheroidal. The energy of the states aregiven by the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H
H = H0 +H + C~l:~s+D~l2 (2.46)H0 +H =   h22mr2 + 12m!20r2   43r5 m!20r2Y20 (2.47)and depend on the nuclear deformation, characterised by the quadrupole deforma-tion parameter 2. The resulting wavefunctions are quantised along the symmetryaxis and described by quantum numbers N , the principal quantum number, l, theorbital angular momentum, and , the projections onto the symmetry axis ofl and  respectively. The component of the total angular momentum along thesymmetry axis of the core is denoted by 
. The degeneracies of the zero deforma-tion shell model states are split into j + 1=2 sub-shells, each two-fold degenerate,and characterised by j
j.Fig 2.5 shows the proton one-particle levels for nuclei with 50  Z  82, calcu-lated as described by by Bengtsson and Ragnarsson [Ben85], as a function of thedeformation parameter 2, which can be dened in terms of  = R/Rrms, whereRrms is the root mean square nuclear radius and R is the dierence between thesemi-major and semi-minor axes of the nuclear ellipsoid, as
2 =  + 162 + 5183 + 372164 + :::The deformation parameter 2 is related to 2 by
2 = q=5 432 + 4922 + 42732 + :::In gure 2.5 the single particle energies are plotted in units of the oscillator fre-quencyh! = 41 A 1=3 MeV and the eects of a hexadecapole deformation 4 = 22/6 aretaken into account.
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Figure 2.5: Nilsson diagram for protons, 50  Z  82.
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In a similar way to the spherical shell model, the levels can be lled up in orderof increasing energy to determine the orbital angular momentum of the fermi levelprotons. By minimising the total energy of the summed single particle energieswith respect to the deformation, one can calculate the ground-state deformation.
2.5.1 Theory of proton emission from deformed nuclei




 >;where n denotes the number of oscillator quanta. Only the parity and 
 are goodquantum numbers. The coecients cjl(N
) determine the probability that theproton has a given j and l. The proton decay amplitude B is given as [Bug89]
B = "2(2Jf + 1)2Ji + 1 #1=2 hJfjp0KijJiKiiUf (Ki) Xlj;ms cjl(NKi)hlp12Ki  msmsjjpKii
hl12Ki msmsjjKii*Y Ki mslp (0; 0)Flp(kr; )r jVpA(r) + V nonspherCoul (r)jRnlj(r)r Y Ki msl (0; 0)+Here Ji and Ki are the total angular momentum and its projection onto the sym-metry axis for the deformed parent nucleus, Jf is the angular momentum of the
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daughter nucleus, Uf (Ki) is the probability amplitude that the Ki orbital in thedaughter nucleus is not occupied Fl(kr; ) is the regular Coulomb function andRnlj(r) is the radial part of the proton quasi-bound state wavefunction. In themultiparticle calculations presented in this work, the potential VpA(r) consists ofthe real part of the deformed optical potential between the proton and the daugh-ter nucleus, and includes the spin-orbit term. The nuclear surface is described bythe expression R(0) = R0A1=3c()[1 + 2Y20(0)]:where the function c() ensures the nuclear volume is kept constant. The deformedoptical potential form-factor is of the form
f(r; ; ai) = f1 + exp[(r; )=ai]g 1
where (r; ) is the shortest distance form the point r to the nuclear surface,and the ai are the various diuseness parameters. The nonspherical Coulombpotential V nonspherCoul (r) is comprised of quadrupole and hexadecapole components.The eect of having Y20(0) terms in the deformed nuclear potential is to permitangular momentum exchange between the outgoing proton and the core during thedecay. Thus the decay amplitude contains the diagonal matrix element hlpjpjV jljiwith l = lp and j = jp, as well as non-diagonal matrix elements having otherl-values of the same parity as lp and j = l  1=2 with N + 1=2  j  Ki.The radial part of the spherical wavefunction Rnlj(r) was obtained by numer-ically integrating the Schrodinger equation using the Stormer method [Hen62].In this case the spherical Becchetti-Greenlees potential was used, with the Cou-lomb potential inside the nucleus calculated with a uniform charge density. Usingexperimentally obtained proton Q-values as energy eigenvalues, the logarithmicderivatives of inward and outward integrations were matched at a point inside thenucleus by adjusting together the real and spin-orbit well depths.The cjl(NKi) spherical expansion coecients were obtained using the eigen-
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value procedure described by Anderson, Back and Bang [And70], giving the ad-vantage of allowing the same potential to be used for the calculation of both thespherical expansion coecients and the spherical wavefunctions. The cjl(NKi)coecients obtained in this way are similar to those obtained using a deformedharmonic oscillator potential.The results of the above calculation for proton emission from 141Ho are presen-ted and discussed in chapter 5.
2.6 Mass models
Predictions of proton decay Q-values for nuclei far from stability are made usingmass models which incorporate various nuclear structure eects beyond the scopeof present shell model calculations. The two commonly used models outlinedbelow both include a deformation dependent shape term, an odd-even staggeringterm and shell corrections but dier in the number of adjustable parameters andthe goodness-of-t to the experimentally determined mass surface. All modelsuse adjustable parameters to t the data to the known masses and generallymodels with a larger number of these give a better t to the known data, althoughnot necessarily beyond it. Recent models also tend to incorporate the latestexperimental results on proton decay into their database, making it dicult toassess their predictive powers relative to earlier models. The following sectionsdescribe and compare two commonly used nuclear mass models.
2.6.1 Moller-Nix mass model
Moller et al. [Mol81, Mol88, Mol95] have used a macroscopic-microscopic modelto predict ground-state masses from 16O to 318122. The most recent of these usesthe nite range droplet model, which is an improved version of the original dropletmodel [Mye77]. The total ground state energy of a nucleus is given as a sum of
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a semi-empirical term describing general trends over a wide range of N and Z,and a `microscopic' correction term due to the non-uniform distribution of singleparticle levels in the nucleus.
E(Z;N; shape) = Emacro(Z;N; shape) + Emicro(Z;N; shape) (2.48)
The macroscopic energy is given by a sum of volume and surface energy termswith additional corrections to account for Coulomb energy, charge asymmetry, theproton form factor, Wigner energy, pairing energy and the energy of the boundelectrons.The microscopic term is given in terms of a shell-correction term and a pairingterm, both evaluated from a set of Nilsson single-particle levels deduced fromsolving the Schrodinger equation for a deformed nucleus. The shell-correctionterm is then calculated using Strutinsky's method [Str67, Str68] and the pairingterm using the Lipkin-Nogami [Pra73] version of BCS theory.The ground state masses are calculated by minimising the total energy withrespect to deformation parameters. Proton separation energies can be calculatedsimply from the ground state masses. The model also provides predictions ofground-state deformations, which is of particular interest since deformation isthought to be the cause of anomalous decay rates in lighter proton emitters. Figure2.6 shows the quadrupole deformation predicted by the macroscopic-microscopicmodel. The black squares represent the stable nuclides and the black line is thepredicted position of the proton drip-line.
2.6.2 Liran-Zeldes model
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Figure 2.6: Plot of beta deformation parameter 2 versus proton and neutronnumber as calculated from the mass model of Moller et al. [Mol95]. Black squaresrepresent stable nuclei and the expected position of the proton drip-line is indic-ated by the black line.
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written as the sum of a pairing energy Epair, a deformation energy Edef due to aconguration interaction and the Coulomb energy ECoul.
E(N;Z) = Epair(N;Z) + Edef (N;Z) + ECoul(N;Z) (2.49)
Shell regions with valence protons and neutron lling the same major shell aretreated dierently from those in non-diagonal regions, where they ll dierentshells.The 178 independent coecients of the mass equation were determined in eachshell region separately, by least squares adjustment to the experimental data, withthe requirement that the mass surface be continuous at the boundaries.
2.6.3 Comparisons between models
Table 2.1 compares some aspects of the two mass models. The macroscopic-microscopic model of Moller et al. uses far fewer parameters, and indeed onlyve of these are adjusted to t the experimental masses, the rest being takenfrom previous work. Both models use an extensive database of experimentally
Number of Number of Number of RMS deviationModel parameters database nuclei predicted nuclei (keV)Moller et al. 26 1593 4635 849Liran and Zeldes 178 1818 5563 197-276Table 2.1: Comparison of the mass models
determined masses for parameter adjustment and, as expected, the Liran-Zeldesmodel, with its far greater number of parameters, produces predictions with asmaller root mean square deviation from the measured values. However, beyondthe range of known masses, models with fewer parameters are expected to givebetter predictions.
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Any technique used in the search for examples of proton radioactivity must be ableto overcome the many problems [see chapter 1] associated with the production,detection and identication of such exotic species. The technique used in theseexperiments is based on the method used for the proton decay experiments whichtook place at the Daresbury Recoil Separator in the early 1990s, a description ofwhich can be found in [Sel92]. A schematic layout of the current experiments isshown in Fig 3.1. The separate components of the detection system are described
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Figure 3.1: Schematic layout of experiment
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more fully in the following sections. This section briey explains how the detectionsystem works as a whole.A heavy ion beam from the ATLAS accelerator at Argonne National Labor-atory hits a thin (1 mg/cm2) target. Fusion evaporation residues pass throughthe Fragment Mass Analyser (FMA), where they are separated from the primarybeam then dispersed horizontally according to their mass to charge state ratio(A/Q). A thin multi-wire proportional counter (MWPC) at the focal plane ofthe FMA provides position and energy loss signals for the recoil ions, which arethen defocused to approximately uniformly illuminate the surface of a double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSD). The DSSD, which is described in sections3.4.2 and 3.4.3, has 48 strips on each face, orthogonally crossed, providing 2304`quasi-pixels' and is eectively transparent to  radiation. Once implanted intothe strip detector, the ions undergo a series of decays until they reach stability.Both implantation and decay events are recorded by the DSSD and identiedby DSSD-MWPC coincidences and anti-coincidences respectively. Explicit massidentication of an implanted ion is obtained from its horizontal position as itpasses through the MWPC. The high degree of granularity in the strip detectorensures that rm correlations between implanted ions and their subsequent decayscan be made. Decay-decay correlations can also be made, and often a decay chaincan be mapped out for several generations. Thus, a previously unseen decay canbe correlated to both the preceding implanted ion of known mass and a subsequentknown alpha decay, and so can be unambiguously assigned to a specic nuclide.Background can be almost entirely eliminated, allowing assignments for even veryweak decay lines.The higher energy acceptance of the FMA compared to the Daresbury RecoilMass Separator and its transmission of up to three charge states of the centralmass (compared to 1 at Daresbury) result in a higher transmission eciency ofthe evaporation residues (typically 15% compared to 3% for the RMS), increasing
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the sensitivity of the experiments to nuclei with smaller cross-sections.The major dierence from the Daresbury experiments is the positioning of aMWPC rather than the DSSD at the focal plane of the mass separator. In theseexperiments the silicon detector was placed 40 cm downstream of the focal plane toensure reasonably uniform illumination of the detector over almost its entire area.This diusion of the recoils over the whole area rather than the focusing of themon particular parts of the detector results in lower local implantation rates in theseregions, improving the correlation eciency which further reduces background andallows us to search for decays with longer half-lives. Radiation damage to theseregions is also reduced, extending the useful lifetime of the detector.The high degree of segmentation in the detector (48 strips on each face) re-quires the use of a large number of preampliers and ampliers to handle thesignal processing. The use of high density detector instrumentation specicallydesigned for the DSSD is described in section 3.5.2.Later experiments incorporated an array of gamma ray detectors around thetarget position in addition to the experimental set-up described above. Thismethod of recoil decay tagging (RDT) [Pau95] allows gamma-ray spectroscopy onnuclei much further from stability than previously possible. Nuclei are identiedby their particle (alpha or proton) decays in the silicon detector and gamma raysassociated with the correlating recoils are studied.
3.2 Beam and Target Choice
The heavy ion beams used in these experiments were provided by ATLAS (theArgonne Tandem Linear Accelerator System) at Argonne National Laboratory,Illinois, USA. This was the world's rst superconducting linear accelerator forparticles heavier than the electron and uses either a 9 MV tandem Van de Graor a 12 MV electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source to inject the beam into
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two linear accelerators providing beams of elements from hydrogen to uranium atenergies of up to 17 MeV per nucleon. The reliability and versatility of the beamsfrom ATLAS, and in particular the high energies available compared to the tandemaccelerator at Daresbury, contributed much to the success of the experiments. TheECR source also allows acceleration of noble gases such as krypton, which couldnot be produced as a negative ion at Daresbury Laboratory.In these experiments the proton drip-line was accessed using fusion-evaporationreactions. Careful choice of beam and target species was needed to produce acompound nucleus as close to the proton drip-line as possible. An initial choiceof beam energy was made after consideration of the optimum compound nucleusexcitation energy for the desired evaporation channel. The beam energy was occa-sionally `tweaked' if observation of the implantation rates of various nuclei in theDSSD suggested the beam energy was not optimised for the fusion-evaporationchannel. A choice of target thickness was made taking into account that a thickertarget produces a higher yield of evaporation products, but that too thick a targetresults in multiple scattering and gives recoils with an energy spread larger thanthe acceptance of the FMA, therefore reducing overall eciency. Actual targetthickness used also depended on availability and the properties of the target ma-terial and was typically about 1mg/cm2. The beam energy was chosen to producethe desired compound nucleus excitation energy at the centre of the target so thata range of energies around the theoretical optimum could be covered.Targets were mounted on a ladder which could be lowered or raised to changetarget type. In later experiments, we had the option to rotate the target, so ano-centre beam spot would trace a circular path on the target, dispersing thedeposited energy over a larger area and so minimising damage to the target.A thin (20g/cm2) carbon reset foil was placed a few centimetres downstreamof the target, to equilibrate the charge state of recoil ions leaving the target.
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3.3 The Fragment Mass Analyser
The Fragment Mass Analyser (FMA) (Fig. 3.2) is an electromagnetic separatingdevice for nuclear reaction products. The main elements are two electric dipolesand a 40o magnetic dipole which serve to rst separate the reaction products fromthe primary beam and then disperse them according to their mass to charge stateratio. Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the FMA. The elements are spaced such that
Figure 3.2: The FMA
the energy dispersion vanishes to rst order, increasing the energy acceptance andproviding achromatic M/Q dispersion at the focal plane. Quadrupole doublets ateither end of the FMA provide geometric focusing and solid-angle enhancement.The device can be rotated about the target position but for these experimentsit lay along the primary beam direction in order to collect as many reaction
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products as possible. In this position, the beam stops on the anode of the rstelectric dipole. Multiple scattering means that some beam inevitably reaches thefocal plane but beam rejection is of the order of 10 12. The high A/Q, energy andsolid angle acceptances of  7 %,  20 % and  8 msr make it a powerful tool inthe search for exotic nuclei. Overall transmission eciency is reaction dependentbut is typically 10-20 %.The FMA is controlled by a dedicated microcomputer, a Macintosh IIcx,running a customised application program, which constantly monitors vacuums,elds, currents and voltages. The setting-up of the FMA for a particular experi-ment is simply done by entering the energy, mass and charge-state of the particlewhich will follow the central trajectory through the FMA. The elds and necessarycurrents and voltages are calculated and implemented by the computer. Indeed,the optimum charge state of the particle is calculated too, but it is often necessaryto change the charge state setting to avoid coincident A/Q values for recoils andbeam, which might cause a large beam ux at the focal plane.At the focal plane of the FMA, the reaction products are separated horizontally,usually with a dispersion of around 10mm/%. A typical image seen in the focalplane can be seen in g. 3.3(a), which is an x,y plot of data taken in the focalplane detector. The mass groups can be seen clearly. In this experiment the FMAtransmitted 3 charge states of the central mass as indicated in g 3.3(b). Themass resolution (M/M) achieved by the FMA is typically about 1/350.
3.4 Detection System
The layout of the basic detection system can be seen in g. 3.4 as viewed fromabove. A multi-wire proportional counter lies at the focal plane of the FMAand this records the position and energy loss of the recoils as they pass through.The ions travel a further 40cm before being implanted into the silicon strip de-
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Figure 3.4: Detection system at the focal plane and beyond
tector where each event, the implant or any subsequent decay is recorded andtime-stamped. An implantation event in the silicon detector is identied by acoincidence of signals from the DSSD and MWPC. Similarly, a decay (alpha orproton) event is identied by a DSSD signal without the presence of a MWPC sig-nal. An aluminium degrader foil can be introduced in front of the DSSD to lowerthe implantation energy and prevent excessive overload of the decay ampliers,although greater implantation depth is desirable to ensure that as few emittedparticles as possible escape from the front face of the detector.Implant-decay and decay-decay correlations within a pixel on the DSSD areused to identify known decays and assign new transitions to parent nuclei. Thedecay half-lives ultimately put a limit on the rate ions can be implanted into
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the detector since one cannot be certain of the correlation of a decay with thepreceding implantation event if the time between implantation events in any onepixel is comparable to the decay half-life. The dead time of the data acquisitionsystem also limits the implantation rates in the detector. The high granularity ofthe DSSD and the positioning of it beyond the focal plane of the FMA both lowerpixel implantation rates, and so mitigate this eect. Half-lives of proton-decayingnuclei are generally hundreds of milliseconds or less and an implantation rate of2kHz in the DSSD is a normal gure. Mass slits can be introduced at the focalplane to focus on a particular mass group and cut out recoils from other massesand any scattered beam. However, this also eliminates other charge states of thesame mass (the FMA passes three charge states of the central mass at A>100) so isnot normally desirable unless background from scattered beam or a neighbouringmass group is expected to be large.The alpha source can be introduced in front of the DSSD for the calibration andgain-matching of the 96 strips, and can be useful for monitoring any degradationin resolution due to radiation damage [Liv93].
3.4.1 Focal Plane Detector - PPAC
The detector used at the focal plane of the FMA is a multi-wire proportionalcounter, colloquially known as the PPAC (parallel plate avalanche counter). Recoilions pass through a 0.8 micron thick mylar window, through a series of grids(cathode, x-position, anode, y-position) then out through the exit window. Thedetector is lled with isobutane at a pressure of 3 torr. Position information forthe particle passing through is derived from delay line readouts from the ends ofthe two position grids. Energy loss information is derived from the cathode signal.The PPAC anode signal starts a TDC which is stopped by the silicon detectorsignal to provide time-of-ight information of the recoil from PPAC to DSSD.This proves useful in discriminating between real recoils and any scattered beam
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which may have passed through the FMA (see section 3.7.1).
3.4.2 The DSSD
40cm beyond the focal plane of the FMA lies the double-sided silicon strip detector(DSSD) which lies at the heart of the detection system. A full description of thisdetector can be found in [Sel92a, Sel92b]. The DSSD was specically designedfor detecting and identifying proton emitters and is an extremely powerful toolfor doing so, especially in the region of the drip-line above the N=82 shell closurewhere neutron decient nuclei exhibit alpha decay. The recoil nuclei are defocusedafter they leave the PPAC and are then implanted into the front face of theDSSD, where they subsequently decay towards stability by alpha, proton andbeta emission.Being eectively transparent to beta radiation, the DSSD overcomes the prob-lems associated with observing the particle decay of exotic nuclei, namely the largebeta decaying background which swamps the alpha and proton decays. A highdegree of granulation allows assignment of decays to the correct parent nuclei.
3.4.3 Design
The detectors used in these experiments were manufactured by Micron Semi-conductors Ltd. and designed by the Edinburgh group. They consist of 48 p+implanted strips on the front face orthogonally crossed with 48 n+ implantedstrips on the back, creating 2304 pixels each referenced by its x and y coordin-ates (front and back strip numbers). Each strip is 300 m wide by 16mm longat a pitch of 335 m, making an active detector surface area of 225 mm2. Thethickness of the detector is 60 m. These dimensions were chosen with severalpurposes in mind. The thickness was chosen to stop alpha particles (range ofa 6MeV alpha in Si 30 m) emitted in the forward direction while remainingeectively transparent to -particles (range of a 1MeV  in Si  1000m). The50
small inter-strip separation (35 m) minimises dead area and the small pixel sizeensures good correlations between implantation and decay events. A larger pixelsize would limit the rate on the DSSD because random correlations would confusehalf-life calculations and mass assignments. A smaller pixel size would result inmore complicated instrumentation and a higher proportion of dead area on thedetector.Detector depletion is achieved at 5{10 V but the DSSD is overbiased at  30V to minimise any charge recombination. The detector is also cooled to -25oC bya coolant pumped through the detector mount on the rear ange of the detectorchamber in order to reduce noise. The energy resolution achieved with this set-upwas about 20 keV FWHM for 5 MeV alpha particles, although this increased asthe detector suered radiation damage from the implanted ions.
3.4.4 Recoil-decay tagging
In the rst experiment of this thesis, looking for proton radioactivity from rheniumand tantalum isotopes, a set of gamma-ray and neutron detectors known as theAYEball was positioned around the target chamber. This array consisted of 9EUROGAM shields, 9 TESSA style shields, 7 EUROGAM germanium detectors,1 GAMMASPHERE prototype germanium, 1 Yale germanium and an assortmentof other detectors lling the TESSA shields. A photograph of the AYEball arrayis shown in gure 3.5. The purpose of this was to take advantage of the techniqueof recoil-decay tagging (RDT) to do gamma-ray spectroscopy on neutron decientnuclei in this region. The technique is described in g. 3.6 below and in moredetail in [Pau95].
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1. Prompt gamma-rays correlated with M/Q and (x,y) position of recoil in DSSD.
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Figure 3.6: The technique of recoil decay tagging.
A decay is identied in the DSSD and gamma-rays associated with the preced-ing recoil can be studied. The photopeak eciency of the Germanium detectorswas about 1% for 1 MeV  rays, meaning that a minimum of around a few thou-sand alpha or proton counts would be needed in any peak in the DSSD spectrumto obtain a meaningful gamma spectrum of the nucleus from which the decayoriginated. The gamma-ray analysis is outside the scope of this thesis but resultson gamma-rays from 147Tm, a proton emitter used as a calibration for this runcan be found in [Sew97].
3.4.5 Box and Back silicon Detector













Figure 3.7: (a) Detector set-up with BOX and back silicon detectors. (b) one ofthe BOX detectors. (c) looking downstream into the detectors.
which escape from the front face of the DSSD without depositing their full energyin the silicon. Typical implantation depth of evaporation residues into the DSSDis about 6-10 m, meaning that about 45% of decay particles are emitted inthe backward direction such that there is insucient silicon to stop them. Theseparticles produce a background in the decay spectrum peaking at around 1-2 MeV,a region where some proton decays are likely to be seen. The BOX was designedto measure the position and energy of these escaping particles and BOX signals,in coincidence with DSSD signals, can either be used as a veto to eliminate theseevents, or as a basis for reconstructing the full energy of the decay. The solid anglefor detecting backward emitted particles from the DSSD is  75% of 2. In the141Ho experiment the BOX was used as simply as a veto because of the dicultly inachieving good energy resolution when reconstructing decay energies. This was a
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consequence of the uncertainty in the direction of the escape particles which meantthat energy losses in the BOX dead layer could not be determined accurately. Anadditional feature of the BOX is the possibility of observing extremely short-liveddecays, previously undetectable due to the overload recovery time of the decayampliers ( 30 s) limiting the minimum detectable time between implant anddecay signals. The BOX could detect fast escaping particles, although only aproportion of the full decay energy would be measured.Behind the DSSD was a thick (300 m) silicon detector, which was used todistinguish between direct proton emission and -delayed proton emission. BackSi detector signals in coincidence with DSSD signals are used to veto the lattertype of event. Fig 3.8 shows the eect of applying the BOX and back Si detectorvetos to the decay spectrum. Background from the +-delayed proton continuumand alpha escape hump is much reduced.
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Figure 3.9: Acquisition system.
a VME based multiprocessor system in which the master packs the events intobuers and sends them out on the ethernet. The slave talks to the CAMAC crateand reads the data. When a trigger is accepted, the slave looks at the event typeword to see what type of event has occurred and reads the clock, pattern registerand appropriate ADCs. The slave program is written in C to be as versatile aspossible, allowing customisation to minimise readout time. Readout time thoughis typically a few hundred microseconds and decays with implant-decay timesshorter than this are measured in the following way: when a trigger is detected,
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the event type word is read from the event bit register. If it is an implantationevent, then once the electronics common to both implantation and decays is readout the decay busy signal is vetoed allowing it to receive new strobes. Then therecoil electronics are read and the event type word read again to see if a decayhas occurred in this period. If it has, a 1 is put in the event stream to indicate afast decay and the decay data is read out. This reduces the implant-decay deadtime to about 30 s compared to an implant-implant dead-time of 500 s.The back end of the acquisition system is a DEC Alpha which receives databuers over the ethernet from the front end. A ROUTER program distributesthese to processes which monitor scalers, write the data to tape and do the on-line analysis.
3.5.2 DSSD Electronics
A dedicated set of electronics has been designed for the DSSD comprising high-density preampliers and shaping ampliers. Signals from the 96 DSSD strips arefed into two preamp boxes, one for the 48 p+ front strips and the other for the48 n+ back strips, mounted on the end plate of the target chamber (see g. 3.4)as close to the detector as possible. The signals are then fed along ribbon cablesand split into two sets of 96 shaping ampliers, to handle implantation and decayevents separately. The shaping amps are mounted eight to a Eurocard mother-board and produce pulses suitable for inputs into analogue-to-digital converters(ADCs). The rise time of the output pulse is about 1 s and the tail extends to afew microseconds. The recoil amps have a low gain ( 5) giving a dynamic rangeof 200 MeV full scale, using 20mV/MeV preamps, whereas the decay amps havea higher gain (50) producing a dynamic range of 20MeV full scale. The amps aredesigned to have good overload recovery since both types of signal (recoil and de-cay) pass into both sets of amps with the eect that the high-gain decay amps aresaturated by high energy implantation events. Recoils with implantation energies
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of over four times the maximum range of the decay amps (80 MeV) produce along-lived ( 200 s) DC pedestal which renders the amplier insensitive to anydecay signals which come in during this period. Therefore it is desirable to ensurethat the recoils have an energy lower than this, introducing a degrader foil infront of the DSSD if necessary. Two potentiometers allow pole-zero and DC osetadjustments to be made for each amplier. Analogue outputs from the recoil anddecay ampliers are fed into Philips and Silena ADCs respectively. Each shapingamp also has a leading-edge discriminator circuit producing logic pulses used fortiming and event identication.
3.5.3 DSSD Logic
Fig. 3.10 shows the DSSD Logic. The ECL outputs from the decay amps gointo two LeCroy 4564 modules which produce an OR of input signals 1-16, 17-32,and 33-48 in outputs 1, 2, and 3 respectively for the front and back faces. Thesesignals then go through an ECL-NIM converter and a gate delay generator (gdg)to set bits in the ADC hit pattern register. The #10 outputs from the 4564s givean OR of all front strips and an OR of all back strips and a coincidence betweenthese (DF.DB) fullls the required condition for an event that at least one stripon both faces should re. A signal from the MWPC anode is used to generate aPPAC and a PPAC and coincidences between the DF+DB and these generateIMPLANT and DECAY signals respectively. These signals are used to set theADC gates, set the relevant bit in the event type word, strobe the ADC patternregister, latch the clock and trigger the acquisition. When the event has beenread out a signal is sent to clear the recoil and decay ADCs.A schematic of the logic circuitry is shown in g. 3.11 for the experimentalsetup including the BOX detector. Signals from the discriminator outputs of theBOX ampliers set bit #5 in the event type word and set gates for the SilenaADCs to which the analogue output of the BOX decay amps are fed. A TAC
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also measures the time between DSSD and BOX signals. In the 141Ho experimentBOX signals were only recorded if in coincidence with DSSD signals.
3.6 Setting Up Experiments
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for the decay spectra in the main run.Once the valve to the DSSD is opened, the response of the decay ampliersto implants can be checked and pole-zero and DC oset adjustments made tominimise baseline recovery time after overload. The overload recovery response isalso checked for the pedestal eect mentioned in section 3.5.2 and a degrader foilcan be introduced to reduce the energy of the recoils if necessary.Rates in all the detectors are monitored by the SCALER process and displayedon a separate monitor at all times. These give a quick indication of any problemsarising such as a hole in the target, electric discharge in the MWPC or drop-oof beam current.
3.7 Data Analysis
The analysis uses implant-decay and decay-decay correlations to identify peaksseen in the DSSD decay energy spectrum. A decay is correlated with the precedingimplantation event in the same pixel and this allows a mass assignment to be madefor the parent nucleus. Implantation and decay events are treated separately inthe sort program, although it is made conditional for both types of event thatthere should be present at least one signal from each (front and back) face of theDSSD. This condition should be implemented in the DSSD electronics but a smallnumber of multiplicity zero events `get through' for implantation events, probablydue to pickup in the electronics causing false triggers.
3.7.1 Implantation Events
No gain-matching was attempted for implantation events since good energy res-olution was unimportant in the analysis. Once the strip multiplicity conditionwas checked, the front and back strips with the largest signal were used to refer-ence the position, and the total energy was calculated from the sum of the two
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ADC outputs for these strips. An implantation event can be one of two types,a scattered beam particle or an evaporation residue (recoil). The relative ratioof these depends on the reaction but in general a greater beam-to-target massratio will produce more scattered beam at the back end of the FMA. Similarmass-to-charge ratios for beam particles and recoils might also result in a highbeam ux into the detectors. Beam particles passing through the FMA producea background in the focal plane and confuse genuine recoil-decay correlations, soit is desirable to eliminate as much of them as possible. This is possible by gatingon the implantation energy vs. PPAC-DSSD time-of-ight spectrum, as shownin g 3.12. The energy-TOF characteristics are dierent for the recoil and beamparticles and the two groups are indicated. A focal plane x spectrum gated on therecoils is shown in g 3.13(a) and the mass groups can clearly be seen. Fig 3.13(b)shows a similar spectrum is gated on the scattered beam events and a strong peakcan be seen at the left edge of the spectrum indicating some beam was being fo-cussed onto the detector. The rest of the scattered beam is spread fairly uniformlyover the focal plane. The background caused by beam particles being implantedinto the DSSD would confuse any correlations between decays and the recoil im-plantation events. Therefore implantation events outside the recoil window in theenergy { TOF spectrum are rejected. When the sort program sees a valid recoilevent, its horizontal position in the focal plane detector (a measure of its mass)and its implantation time are stored in an array in a position referenced by theDSSD strip numbers into which it was implanted.
3.7.2 Decay Events


























Figure 3.12: Energy { Time-of-ight spectrum for implantation events.
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Figure 3.13: (a) Focal plane x spectrum gated on recoils. (b) Focal plane xspectrum gated on beam particles.
impair energy resolution of the alpha and proton peaks. Gain-matching strips fordecay events was done using alphas lines produced in the main run which gavegain and oset values to scale peak centroids in each strip to common values. Acondition was made for the front and back energies to be equal within a windowof  50 keV, and events which failed this condition ( 10 %) were rejected. Theseconditions produced an energy resolution of  25 keV FWHM for the alpha peaksin the main experiment. A typical energy spectrum for valid decay events fulllingthe above conditions is shown in g 3.14(a). The peaks from 4-6 MeV are thealphas and the broad continuum down to  1 MeV is the escape alpha humpmentioned in section 3.4.5.
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(b) Mass 171 decays
(c) Mass 171 decays in the 100ms before a    Pt alpha170






Figure 3.14: (a) A typical DSSD decay spectrum, in this case for the reaction of390 MeV 78Kr on a 96Ru target. (b) Mass 171 gated decay spectrum. (c) Mass 171gated spectrum requiring a further correlation with the subsequent alpha decayof 170Pt.
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3.7.3 Mass Assignment of Decays
When the sort program sees a decay event it looks in the recoil array mentionedin section 3.7.1 at the position referenced by the front and back strip numbers,to nd information on the preceding implantation event at that location on theDSSD. There is a certain probability, depending on the half-life of the nucleus, theimplantation rate in the detector and the time between implantation and decayevents, that the decay originated from that implanted nucleus. By insisting on thecondition that the decay occurs within a time window short relative to the averagetime between implantation events in one pixel (usually around a few seconds), arm correlation can be made to the parent nucleus.Then the mass of the nucleus from which the decay originated can be derivedfrom the x position of the recoil in the focal plane detector. A plot of decayenergy against mass of implanted recoil for the reaction 78Kr(390 MeV) + 96Ruis shown in gure 3.15 for those events with recoil-decay times < 100 ms. The

















Mass Number of Implanted Ion
Figure 3.15: Decay Energy vs. Mass of Previous Implant
decay peaks are clearly associated with particular mass groups and this facilitates
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Results are presented here for a series of experiments performed at Argonne Na-tional Laboratory to search for new proton radioactivities in the region aroundthe N=82 shell closure. The main work, for which I personally did the analysis,focuses on transitions from states in 157Ta, 161Re and 141Ho and gives details ofmeasurements from a preliminary experiment on proton emission from 171Au and167Ir, which were repeated later with new electronics. Major results from con-temporary experiments at the FMA on nuclei near the proton drip-line are alsopresented.The results on proton emission from 157Ta and 161Re are reported in [Irv97],from 141Ho in [Dav98] and from 171Au and the Ir isotopes in [Dav97].
4.1 Proton Decay from 157Ta and 161Re
Previous experiments [Pag92, Liv93] succeeded in identifying ground state protonemission from 156Ta and 160Re, both of which have 25 neutrons fewer than theirclosest stable isotopes. Mass models predict neighbouring isotopes one neutroncloser to stability also to be proton-unstable and experimentally observable, al-though with greater competition from alpha decay. The odd-even nature of these
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two nuclei simplies the deduction of the level schemes compared to their odd-odd neighbours and they were considered as good candidates for providing usefulinformation on the phenomenon of proton radioactivity.
4.1.1 Experimental details
For these experiments the detector set up was a 48X48 DSSD downstream of thefocal plane of the FMA and the AYEball array around the target position to dogamma ray spectroscopy using recoil-decay tagging. In the rst experiment a 270MeV, 3 particle nA beam of 58Ni ions was used to bombard a 1 mg/cm2 thick102Pd target for a period of 33 hours to produce the compound nucleus 160W ata centre-of-target excitation energy of 53 MeV, calculated to produce the highestyield of 157Ta via the 1p2n evaporation channel. Initially the FMA was set up totransmit a mass 157 recoil in charge state 26 in its central trajectory to transmit3 charge states (25+,26+,27+) of the central mass through to the focal plane.However on-line spectra revealed that the outer charge states were being passedwith much reduced eciency so the FMA charge setting was changed to 25.5,which had the eect of producing two mass 157 groups, in charge states 25 and26 symmetrically either side of the central position in the focal plane, as shownin g 4.1. This had the desired eect of producing a substantial increase in theyield of mass 157 residues at the DSSD.The second reaction used a 1.1 mg/cm2 106Cd target, which was irradiatedfor a period of 38 hours with a beam of 270 MeV 58Ni ions, again designed tomaximise the 1p2n evaporation yield to produce the candidate proton emitter161Re. The FMA settings for the central projectile were mass(M)=161, chargestate(Q)=+26.75 and energy(E)=83.7 MeV, so that 2 charge states of the centralmass were transmitted through to the focal plane. Again, it was found in thesetting-up stage that this was the optimal setting for maximum transmission ofthe required reaction residues.
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Figure 4.1: x position of recoils in focal plane detector for the 157Ta experiment.Mass and charge state for each group is indicated.
4.1.2 Decays from 157Ta
The energy spectrum of all decays observed in the reaction58Ni(270MeV ) +102 Pd  !160 W 1p2n ! 157Ta






















Figure 4.2: Energy spectrum of all decays observed in the DSSD in the reaction





























































peak from 156Hf (E = 5873  4 keV) as the subsequent decay. Clearly presentis a sharp peak at 927  7 keV which can be unambiguously assigned to protondecay from 157Ta on the basis of the above correlations.The energy of the proton peak was measured using data from the strong, well-known alpha peaks and the 147Tm proton peak produced in a calibration run atthe end of the experiment. Corrections were made for pulse height decit due tonon-ionising energy loss [Len90], and the recoil contribution to the measured pulseheight [Hof89]. Details are given in table 4.1. There were 18 counts in the fullPeak energy EPEAK 925.6  6.8 keVProton pulse height decit PHDp 2.8 keVRecoil Energy ER 5.9 keVRecoil contribution to pulse height ERC 1.2  0.6 keVProton screening correction Esc 14.3 keVProton energy Ep = EPEAK + PHDp - ERC 927  7 keVQp = Ep + ER 933  7 keVQp;nuc = Qp + Esc 957  7 keVTable 4.1: Calculation of proton energy for 157Ta.
energy proton peak, corresponding to a production cross-section of 20 nb. Dueto the small number of counts in the peak, the method of maximum likelihoodwas used for the half-life, which was calculated as 12.1+3:1 2:3 ms. Therefore theproton cannot originate from same state as the previously observed alpha line at6213  4 keV, which has a half-life of 4.3  0.1 ms [Pag96]. However, withinuncertainties, this value is in agreement with the value of 10.1  0.4 ms obtainedfor the half-life of the new alpha line assigned to 157Ta, at E = 6117  4 keV. Itis therefore probable that the proton and the new alpha come from the same statein the parent nucleus. On this basis the proton branching ratio from this stateis calculated to be 0.034  0.012 and the proton partial half-life, 300  110 ms,75



































Figure 4.4: (a) Energy spectrum of all decay events in the DSSD in the reactionof 270 MeV 58Ni ions on a 102Pd target. Assignments are indicated for the mostintense alpha decay lines. (b) Decay data after requiring that a mass 157 implantwas the parent and that the rst generation decay took place within 50 ms of theimplantation. (c) Same data as (b) subject to the additional requirement that asecond generation decay occurred in the same pixel within 100ms of the rst one,with an energy of 5873  4 keV, the known alpha decay of 156Hf.
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assuming that -decay from this state is negligible. This last assumption is validbecause the 10.1 ms half-life is short compared to characteristic -decay half-livesin this region of around a few seconds.
4.1.3 Decays from 161Re
The reaction
58Ni(270MeV ) +106 Cd  !164 Os(Eex = 53MeV ) 1p2n ! 161Re
was used to search for proton emission from 161Re. Figure 4.5(a) shows an energyspectrum of all decays observed in the reaction. Again, there is a large numberof alpha decays (identied and labelled in gure 4.6) and a sizeable escape alphahump which hides the region of interest for proton decays. Figure 4.5(b) showsdecays occurring in the the same pixel as, and in the 50ms immediately after, amass 161 implantation event. The main peaks in the spectrum are the 161W alpha(E=5775  5 keV) produced via the 2p1n evaporation channel, the 161Re alpha(E=6265  6 keV) and its daughter alpha decay 157Ta (E=6213  4 keV). Thislast peak is present because the half-lives of the  decays from 161Re and 157Taare 15.1  3.6 ms and 5.5  1.7 ms, respectively, and therefore most 161Re nucleiundergo a double decay within the 50ms time interval after the implantation. Itshould be noted that the alpha from 161Re feeds the state producing the previouslyobserved alpha at 6213 keV , not the new state mentioned in section 4.1.2. Thismass and recoil-decay time gate substantially reduces the background caused bythe alpha escape hump and two small peaks can be observed in this spectrumbetween 1000 and 1500 keV.By requiring a further correlation with the subsequent alpha decay of 160W(E = 5912  5 keV) within 1 s, the spectrum can be eectively `cleaned' ofall background. Figure 4.5(c) shows the decay spectrum with this additionalcondition and the proton peaks can be clearly seen. The two main peaks are at
77










































































































energies of 1192  6 keV and 1315  7 keV, calibrated with respect to the protonsfrom 147Tm. The energy corrections made for the peaks are detailed in table 4.2.
Peak energy EPEAK 1190.8  5.7 keV 1313.9  6.7 keVProton pulse height decit PHDp 3.0 keV 3.1 keVRecoil Energy ER 7.5 keV 8.2 keVRecoil contribution to pulse height ERC 1.5  0.8 keV 1.6  0.8 keVProton screening correction Esc 15.0 keV 15.0 keVProton energy Ep = EPEAK + PHDp - ERC 1192  6 keV 1315  7 keVQp = Ep + ER 1199  6 keV 1323  7 keVQp;nuc = Qp + Esc 1214  6 keV 1338  7 keVTable 4.2: Calculation of proton energies for 161Re peaks.
The proton peaks at 1192 keV and 1315 keV are assigned to states in 161Re onthe basis of the above mass assignment and proton- correlations. The two peakscontain an approximately equal number of a counts and the yields correspond toproduction cross-sections of 150 nb for both peaks.The half-life of the 1192 keV peak is calculated as 0.37  0.04 ms. No cor-responding alpha line with a similar half-life was observed, and due to the smallvalue of t1=2, competition from  decay was considered to be negligible. The pro-ton branching ratio from this state is therefore calculated to be 100  7 %. Thehalf-life of the 1315 keV peak was measured to be 15.4+1:7 1:4 ms, consistent withthe value of 16  1 ms measured for the known alpha from 161Re. The energyof this alpha peak was measured as 6272  7 keV compared to a previous meas-urement[Pag96] of 6265  6 keV (previous measured half-life of 161Re = 14 2 ms). We conclude that the 1315 keV proton and 6272 keV alpha come fromthe same state in the parent nucleus. By comparing yields of protons and alphas
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and neglecting any small contribution there might be from a weak  branch, theproton branch from this state was calculated to be 4.8  0.6 %, and the protonpartial half-life, 325  44 ms.
4.1.4 Level Assignments for 157Ta and 161Re Protons
As demonstrated in section 2.1.1, a comparison of measured and calculated protonpartial half-lives can be used to determine the angular momentum of the proton-emitting states in the parent nuclei. Table 4.3 shows the results of calculationsfor the three proton lines observed from 157Ta and 161Re using the WKB barriertransmission approximation with the real part of the optical model potential ofBecchetti and Greenlees [Bec69] for the available proton orbitals in this region,s1=2, d3=2 and h11=2. The experimentally determined proton partial half-lives arealso given.For the 927  7 keV proton decay from 157Ta the d3=2 and h11=2 levels can beexcluded as origins of the activity as the predicted half-lives are clearly too long.The prediction for the s1=2 orbital, however, is in reasonably good agreement withthe measured value indicating the proton can only be an l=0 transition from thes1=2 state in 157Ta to the J=0 ground state in 156Hf. Similarly, the 1192 keV peakfrom 161Re is best explained as the l=0 decay of the s1=2 ground state and the1315 keV peak can only be the l=5 decay of the h11=2 state, both transitions goingto the J=0 ground state of 160W.
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Ep Measured partial Proton Calculated partialNuclide (keV) half-life(ms) Orbital half-life(ms)s1=2 167157Ta 927(7)keV 300(110) d3=2 1470h11=2 4020000s1=2 0.142161Re 1192(6)keV 0.37(4) d3=2 1.18h11=2 2600s1=2 0.0062161Re 1315(7)keV 325(44) d3=2 0.051h11=2 107
Table 4.3: Comparison of measured partial proton decay half-lives for protonemitters 161Re and 157Ta with those calculated using a WKB approximation withthe optical-model potential of Becchetti and Greenlees.
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4.1.5 Decay Scheme for 161Re and 157Ta
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Figure 4.7: Proposed decay scheme
is observed from 161Re, with a half-life of 16  1 ms suggesting it originatesfrom the same level (h11=2) as the 1315 keV proton (measured half-life 15.4+1:7 1:4ms). Barrier penetration calculations, assuming a relative reduced width of unitycompared to 212Po, suggest an alpha partial half-life of 20 ms for an l=0 alphaand 400 ms for an l=5 alpha (compared to a measured partial half-life of 17 1 ms) so the decay is assigned to a favoured l=0 transition from the h11=2state in 161Re to the h11=2 state in 157Ta. The excitation energy of the h11=2 stateis 123.8  1.3 keV, given by the dierence in Q values between the two proton
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transition from 161Re. The relatively small error in this number compared to thosefor the individual Q values reects the insensitivity of the energy dierence to theabsolute energy calibration.Our knowledge of the proton and alpha decays from 157Ta, 161Re and theirdaughter nuclei can be exploited to give excitation energies and proton decay Qvalues of states from which no protons are observed. The combined Q valuesQp(161Re[h11=2]) + Q(160W)   [Q(161Re) + Qp(157Ta)]give an excitation energy of 22  5 keV for the h11=2 state with respect to theground state in 157Ta. Hence the energy available for proton decay from the h11=2state in 157Ta is 955  9 keV. Using this value in a barrier penetration calculationfor l=5 proton emission to the J=0 ground state of 156Hf, one obtains a protonpartial half-life of around 2000 seconds. This could not compete with the observedalpha which has a half-life of 4.3  0.1 ms. The expected proton branch fromthis state is approximately 0.0002 %. As there were  60000 counts in the fullenergy 157Ta peak, the Q value is consistent with the non-observation of a protoncorresponding to this transition. Similarly, the Q value for alpha decay from thes1=2 ground state in 161Re to the s1=2 state in 157Ta is 6330  8 keV, which givesa lower limit for the proton partial half-life of  50 ms, too long to compete withthe 0.37 ms proton decay. Again this is consistent with the non-observation ofsuch an alpha transition.Further, the combined Q values Qp(157Ta[h11=2]) + Q(156Hf) - Q(157Ta[h11=2])and Qp(157Ta[s1=2]) + Q(156Hf) - Q(157Ta[s1=2]) give the energy available forproton decay from the h11=2 and s1=2 levels in the N=82 closed shell nuclide 153Luas 604  10 keV and 684  9 keV, respectively. Barrier penetration calculationspredict proton partial half-lives of 1010 s and 104 s from these states to the J=0ground state in 152Yb. Therefore although the drip-line is clearly crossed, protondecay is unable to compete with  decay for this nucleus and protons from thesestates were not observed. It is interesting to note that the above results indicate84
that the s1=2 state lies 80  5 keV above the h11=2 state in 153Lu, the levels beinginverted with respect to 161Re and 157Ta. This gives an explanation why only theproton from the h11=2 state in 151Lu is observed. Assuming a similar energy gapfor the s1=2 level the proton would have a partial half-life of <1 s, too fast to beobserved with current techniques.
4.1.6 Comparison with previous results
The above results show a marked dierence from those for 156Ta and 160Re [Liv93],in which proton emission is assigned to a ground state [d3=2f7=2] 2  congur-ation. This lowering in energy of the [d3=2f7=2] 2  sate relative to competing[s1=2f7=2] 3  and [h11=2f7=2] 2+ states can be found in the Nordheim strongrule. This states that the interaction between an odd neutron and odd proton oc-curs for the antiparallel coupling where one odd nucleon has j = l + 1/2 (the f7=2neutron) and the other odd nucleon has j = l - 1/2 (the d3=2 proton). Therefore itis the interaction strength between the odd neutron and odd proton rather thanthe single particle energies that plays a decisive role in determining level orderingin the odd-odd nuclei.
4.2 Proton decay from 167Ir and 171Au
In June 1994, an experiment took place at Argonne National Laboratory to searchfor proton emission from light gold isotopes. Evaporation residues from the re-action of 78Kr on a 400g/cm2 96Ru target on a 700g/cm2 Al backing wereseparated by the FMA and implanted into a 4848 DSSD. Beam energies of 389MeV and 420 MeV were used to produce 171Au and 170Au via the 1p2n and 1p3nevaporation channels respectively. The detector instrumentation was similar tothat mentioned previously, except that a dierent set of ampliers were used, giv-ing generally poorer performance. Dead-time for detecting decays was typically
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as long as 500-1000 s after an implantation event.
4.2.1 Proton decay from 171Au
Figure 4.8(a) shows an energy spectrum of all decays from the reaction
78Kr (389 MeV) + 96Ru (400 g/cm2)  ! 174Hg
The spectrum has the familiar shape comprising a number of discrete alpha peaks(strongest labelled) and the escape alpha hump. The inset shows the region ofthis spectrum between 6500 and 7200 MeV and reveals a new peak at energy 6996 6 keV. This was found to be correlated with the subsequent known 6410  5keV alpha line from 167Ir and therefore was assigned to the alpha decay of 171Au.The half-life of this alpha group was calculated to be 1.10 +0:22 0:16 ms. Fig 4.8(b)shows decay events occurring within 100ms of mass 171 implantation events andthe spectrum is dominated by the alpha peaks from 171Pt (E = 6453  3 keV,t1=2 = 43  3 ms) and 171Ir (E = 5945  4 keV, t1=2 = 1300  200 ms). Againthe inset shows the region between 6.5 and 7.2 MeV and the mass assignmentof the 171Au alpha peak is conrmed. Figure 4.8(c) shows the same data as (b)subject to the additional requirements that a subsequent decay event occurredin the same pixel within 100ms of the rst one, with an energy of 6550 keV, theknown alpha decay of 170Pt. The peak, with an energy of 1689  10 keV, cannotbe an alpha particle because of energy considerations and is therefore identied asa proton from 171Au. The half-life calculated from the proton peak was 1.05 +0:30 0:22ms, in agreement with that of the 171Au alpha peak. It is therefore likely that theprotons and alphas come from the same state. The short half-life suggests -decayfrom this state will be negligible, and the proton branching ratio is calculated tobe 0.37  0.12, giving a proton partial half-life of 2.9  1.1 ms.From the 171Au { 167Ir { correlation, an alpha branching ratio of 0.8  0.1was deduced for the state in 167Ir populated by the 6996(6) keV alpha decay of
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Figure 4.8: (a) Energy spectrum of all decay events in the reaction of 389 MeV 78Krions on a 96Ru target. Assignments for the strongest alpha lines have been made.The inset shows the weaker alpha lines between 6500 and 7200 MeV including thenew alpha from 171Au at 6996  6 keV. (b) Decays occurring in the 100 ms afterand in the same pixel as a mass 171 implantation event. (c) As (b) but with theadditional requirement the a subsequent decay occurred in the same pixel within100ms of the rst one with an energy corresponding to the known alpha from170Pt.
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171Au.
4.2.2 Proton decay from 167Ir
The second part of the experiment used the reaction78Kr (420 MeV) + 96Ru (400 g/cm2)  ! 174Hg
to produce 170Au via the 1p3n evaporation channel. Fig 4.9(a) shows an energyspectrum of all decay events in the DSSD for this reaction. The inset shows a








































Figure 4.9: (a) Energy spectrum of all decays observed in the reaction of 420 MeV78Kr + 96Ru. The inset shows a blown-up region of this spectrum between 0 and2 MeV (b) Mass 170 decays with a 100 ms recoil-decay time gate.
blown up region of this spectrum between 0 and 2 MeV, revealing a low energypeak at around 1 MeV, which is too low in energy to be an alpha peak. However88
this can not be attributed to the proton decay of 170Au because the peak is notpresent in a mass 170 gated decay spectrum, as shown in gure 4.9(b). Indeeda spectrum of decay events correlated with a mass 170 implantation event anda subsequent 169Pt alpha decay (the daughter of a 170Au proton decay) within100 ms, has no counts. No lines corresponding to the alpha decay of 170Au wereobserved either.Figure 4.10(b) shows an energy spectrum of decays correlated with mass 167implantation events with a time gate of 100ms. The proton group is clearly visibleas a small peak at the left side of the spectrum. It has an energy of 1066  7keV and clearly originates from implanted ions of mass 167. Figure 4.10(c) showsthose decays with the above mass gate with the extra condition that a furtherdecay occurred in the same pixel within 500ms, with an energy of 6000 keV,the known alpha decay energy of 166Os. The obvious peak at 1066  7 keV isidentied as being from the proton decay of 167Ir, produced in the reaction by thep2n evaporation channel. The half-life of this peak was calculated as 38  5ms. A second group of four counts can be seen in this spectrum with an energyjust higher ( 1240 keV) than the main 167Ir proton peak. This is suggestive ofanother proton decay from the same nucleus, but the evidence here is inconclusive.
4.2.3 Remeasurement of the proton lines from 171Au and167Ir
Further experiments were carried out with the FMA at Argonne National Labor-atory with the newer Edinburgh electronics to improve the measurements made onproton emission from 171Au and 167Ir, and to search for new proton radioactivitiesfrom 165Ir and 166Ir. The results are presented in [Dav97] and are summarisedbelow.Proton radioactivity from 171Au was remeasured with the new electronics re-ducing recoil-decay deadtime to  30 s. An improved energy measurement of89









































Figure 4.10: (a) All decays observed in the DSSD in the reaction of 420 MeV 78Kr+ 96Ru. (b) Mass 167 decays with a 100ms time gate. (c) Same data as (b) withthe additional condition that a second decay occurred in the same pixel within500ms, with an energy of 6000 keV, the energy of the known alpha decay from166Os.
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1692  6 keV was made and the half-life was calculated as 1.02  0.10 ms. Theproton branching ratio was measured as 0.46  0.04, yielding a proton partialhalf-life for the state of 2.22  0.29 ms. The cross-section for production of 171Auwas 2 b.Proton emission from 167Ir was remeasured using the reaction78Kr (357 MeV) + 92Mo  ! 170Ptwhich produces 167Ir via the 1p2n evaporation process rather than the 1p2nmechanism. Two lines at energies of 1064  6 keV and 1238  7 keV, with half-lives of 34.3  2.2 ms and 34  9 ms, respectively, were observed correlating withmass 167 implantation events and subsequent 166Os alpha decays. This conrmsthe existence of a second weaker proton transition from 167Ir. Two alpha linesassociated with 167Ir were observed, the known peak with an improved energymeasurement of 6410  5 keV and a previously unobserved weaker group withan energy of 6351  5 keV. Their measured half-lives are 30.0  0.6 ms and 39.7 4.9 ms. One cannot determine which proton and alpha groups are associatedwith each state in 167Ir on the basis of the measured half-lives because they areso similar. An alternative approach based on Q-value considerations, which isdiscussed in section 4.2.4, is required.In the reaction of 384 MeV 78Kr ions on a 92Mo target two proton groupswere observed from the decay of 166Ir. The assignment was made on the basisof correlations with preceding mass 166 implantation events and the subsequentknown alpha decays from 165Os, at 6188  7 keV. The energies of these lines are1316  8 keV and 1145  8 keV, with half-lives of 11.4  5.8 and 19  9 ms,respectively. Two corresponding alpha groups associated with 166Ir were observedwith energies of 6561  5 keV (t1=2 = 15.2  0.9 ms) and 6562  6 keV (t1=2 =10.2  2.2 ms). The former group is correlated with known alphas from 162Reand 158Ta. The latter is correlated with a previously unobserved alpha from 162Rewith energy 6086  5 keV (t1=2 = 107  13 ms) and a known alpha group from91
158Ta.In the same reaction, the proton decay of 165Ir, produced via the p4n evapora-tion channel (the rst time this channel has been successfully used), was identiedby a correlation with a mass 165 implantation event (5 ms time gate) and withthe subsequent 6321 keV alpha decay of 164Os. One proton group was observedhaving an energy of 1707  7 keV and a half-life of 0.29  0.06 ms. Alpha decaysfrom 165Ir were also observed with an energy of 6715  7 keV and a measuredhalf-life of 0.39  0.16 ms. Since both particles have a similar half-life, it is likelythey come from the same state in the parent nucleus.
4.2.4 Assignments for 171Au and 167Ir protons
Table 4.4 shows the calculated values of the proton partial half-lives for the protondecays of 171Au and 167Ir along with the experimentally determined values.From the table it is clear that the 1692 keV proton decay from 171Au can bestbe interpreted as the l=5 decay of the h11=2 state to the J=0 ground state of170Pt. Interpreting it as a decay from one of the other states would imply a largehindrance of 103-105 which is not expected in this region. Assuming proton decayfrom the h11=2 state, the measured partial half-life is still about 5 times largerthan the calculated value. This is discussed further in section 5.4.Based on results from the decay of 167Ir, we expect 171Au to exhibit proton andalpha decay from a low-lying s1=2 state. However this was not observed, implyingthe half-life of the state must be < 30 s, the dead-time for detecting decays withour experimental set-up. The time-of-ight for recoil ions through the FMA isabout 1 s, so the decays of nuclei with half-lives between 1 and 30 s remainunobserved but evidence of their existence is left in the DSSD, as the decay of thedaughter nucleus correlated with an implanted ion of the parent's mass. In thecase of proton decay from the s1=2 state in 171Au, this would mean 170Pt alphadecays correlated with mass 171 implantation events. An excess of such events
92
Ep Measured partial Proton Calculated partialNuclide (keV) half-life(ms) Orbital half-lifes1=2 38 ns171Au 1692(6)keV 2.22(29) d3=2 280 nsh11=2 415 ss1=2 28.4 ms167Ir 1064(6) keV 110(15) d3=2 230 msh11=2 471 ss1=2 162 s167Ir 1238(7) keV 7500(1900) d3=2 230 msh11=2 2.47 s
Table 4.4: Comparison of measured partial proton decay half-lives for protonemitters 171Au and 167Ir with those calculated using a WKB approximation withthe optical-model potential of Becchetti and Greenlees.
were observed over the background level due to random decays. This imposes alower limit on the half-life of the s1=2 state of 1 s, ie. the decay occurs after therecoil has passed through the FMA.Using these limits on the half-life in barrier penetration calculations, one canobtain upper and lower limits on the proton decay energy of 1.43 MeV and 1.59MeV. This is below the 1.692 MeV observed for the decay of the h11=2 state, sothis state is identied as a metastable state in 171Au with an excitation energy of0.10-0.26 MeV (now measured at 0.249 MeV [Woo98]). The decay scheme deducedfor 171Au is shown in gure 4.11. The alpha decay from 171Au is consistent withan unhindered l=0 transition between the 11/2  in 171Au and 167Ir.An alternative approach is required to determine the parent states of protonand alpha decays from 167Ir, because the measured half-lives of the decays areso similar. Assignments can be made by examining Q value loops. The 6996
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Figure 4.11: Decay scheme of 171Au.
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Figure 4.12: Q value loop for decay involving h11=2 states of 171Au and 167Ir.
decay scheme for 167Ir is shown in gure 4.13. The reduced widths of both alphatransitions were consistent with unhindered l=0 decays, and therefore the 6410keV line was assigned to an 11/2   ! 11/2  transition and the 6351 keV line toan 1/2+  ! 1/2+ transition.
4.3 141Ho proton decay
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Figure 4.13: Decay scheme of 167Ir
+-decay.This section describes the search for proton emission from 141Ho. There areno alpha decays in this region of the nuclear chart so positive identication of anydecay is more dicult. Correlations can only be made to the preceding implantedion and assignments are made using the mass information provided by this.
4.3.1 Experimental details
The detector set-up for this experiment was a 4848 strip DSSD 40cm downstreamof the focal plane with the BOX and Back Silicon detectors around it as detailed insection 3.4.5. This was necessary since much -delayed proton activity is expectedin this region and the continuum formed by this and any escape alphas (producedfrom contaminants in the target) would serve to hide any proton decay signals.The absence of daughter alpha decays to provide additional correlations needed toclean up spectra makes the use of these additional detectors even more important.During the setting-up period it was found that the beam was melting a hole in thestationary target, so in the main reaction the target frame was moved to oset thebeam spot from the central target position and the target was rotated to dispersethe deposited energy over a larger area.
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Decay ampliers with a lower threshold were used in this experiment since itwas expected that the proton might have a low energy. A consequence of usingthese lower threshold ampliers is that the overload recovery is poorer, allowinga maximum overload of only 2 times the maximum range of the decay amps (20MeV) before a pedestal eect is seen, as mentioned in section 3.5.2. This compareswith a gure of 4 times maximum overload for the standard decay ampliers. Aconsequence of this is that a degrader foil had to be introduced in front of theDSSD to slow the recoils down to below 40 MeV. The degrader foil used was1mg/cm2 of aluminium.Initially, a 285 MeV 2pnA beam of 54Fe ions was used to bombard a 1mg/cm292Mo target for a period of 13 hours to produce the compound nucleus 146Erat a centre-of-target excitation energy of 76 MeV, calculated to maximise theyield of 141Ho via the 1p4n evaporation channel. The excitation energy rangecovered within the target thickness was Eex = 71-81 MeV. The FMA setting wereM=141, Q=26 and E=81.5 MeV, and in this conguration, three charge stateswere passed (see gure 4.14) with no reduction in eciency as was seen in theRe and Ta experiments. Later, the beam energy was increased to 305 MeV, withthe hope that the yield of evaporation residues would increase. In fact, the countrate stayed approximately the same as the experiment continued for a further 9hours. With this set-up the centre-of-target excitation energy was 88 MeV andthe FMA was set up to transmit a mass 141 residue in charge state 27 with 87.4MeV energy in its central trajectory.
4.3.2 Results on 141Ho proton decay
Fig 4.15(a) is an energy spectrum of all decays in the DSSD for the reaction
54Fe + 92Mo  ! 146Er 1p4n ! 141Ho
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Figure 4.14: Focal plane x-position of recoil groups in the PPAC detector. Massand charge states are indicated for each group.
with the BOX and Back Silicon detectors acting as vetos to eliminate as much-delayed proton and escape-alpha background as possible. The two alphas ataround 4 MeV, from 149Tb and 150Dy, are produced from beam reacting withheavier molybdenum isotopes present as contaminants in the target. The lowenergy background at around 500 keV is probably due to electronic pick-up. Alow energy peak at around 1.2 MeV can be clearly seen in this spectrum. Fromenergy considerations this cannot be an alpha decay. Applying a mass 141 gatewith no time conditions to the data, as in gure (b), reduces the intensity of thealpha peaks without really aecting the lower energy peak. It does not entirelyremove the alphas since most mass 141 implanted nuclei decay by beta emissionwhich is largely undetected in the DSSD. The long-lived alphas (149Tb t1=2 = 4.1hrs, 150Dy t1=2 = 7.2 min) then have a fair chance of randomly correlating with
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Figure 4.15: (a) Energy spectrum of decay events in the DSSD without corres-ponding BOX or Back Silicon detector signals. (b) Mass 141 gated spectrum withno recoil-decay time conditions. (c) Mass 141 gated spectrum with recoil-decaytime < 100 ms.
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the implanted ions. The application of a 100 ms recoil decay time gate to thisspectrum as in gure 4.15(c) removes almost all the alphas and most of the 's.The proton peak remains unaected, showing an unambiguous correlation withmass 141 implants.The energy of the proton peak was measured as 1169  8 keV, calibrated withrespect to the 147Tm protons and after the usual corrections for pulse height decitand recoil contribution to pulse height were made, as detailed in table 4.5. Thehalf-life of the transition is 4.2  0.4 ms, calculated by the method of maximumlikelihood. The cross-section for production of protons from 141Ho was determinedto be 200 nb.Peak energy EPEAK 1167.7 keVProton pulse height decit PHDp 3.0 keVRecoil Energy ER 8.4 keVRecoil contribution to pulse height ERC 1.7  0.8 keVProton screening correction Esc 12.5 keVProton energy Ep 1169  8 keVQp = Ep + ER 1177  8 keVQp;nuc = Qp + Esc 1190  8 keVTable 4.5: Calculation of proton energy for 141Ho.
The Q-value of 1.177  0.008 MeV calculated for the decay is in good agree-ment with the prediction (1.15 MeV) of the Liran-Zeldes mass model, which isknown to reproduce well proton decay Q-values in this region. Predictions forneighbouring A=141 isobars 141Dy and 141Tb suggest they are proton bound, andhence they were considered very unlikely to be the origin of the observed protons.Table 4.6 shows the theoretical calculations of the half-life of 141Ho using thesame method used in this chapter for Re, Ta, Ir and Au. The half-life of 141Ho isvery short compared to the predicted  partial half-life of 0.27 s [Mol97a], imply-100
ing a very small  branch ( 1:6%), so the partial half-life has been approximatedby the measured half-life. It is clear from a comparison of the gures in table 4.6
Ep Measured partial Proton Calculated partialNuclide (keV) half-life(ms) Orbital half-lifes1=2 1 s141Ho 1169  8 4.2  0.4 ms d3=2 10 sh11=2 37 ms
Table 4.6: Calculated proton partial half-lives for proton emission from the s1=2,d3=2 and h11=2 levels in 141Ho.
that proton decay from 141Ho is not well described by a simple barrier penetra-tion model; decays from the s1=2 of d3=2 levels would require hinderances of 500and 4000, respectively, and the calculated value for the h11=2 orbital is clearlytoo long. Since the major assumption in these calculations is a spherical nuc-leus, the failure of the theoretical predictions in reproducing the observed half-lifeis strongly indicative of a deformed nucleus, as predicted by the macroscopic-microscopic mass model of Moller et al. [Mol95]. A half-life calculation whichincludes the eects of deformation is discussed in the following chapter.
4.4 Other experiments at ANL
Other recent experiments at Argonne have succeeded in identifying proton emis-sion from an excited state in 185Bi [Dav96] and from the ground state and anexcited state in 177Tl. The former represents the heaviest proton emitter observedto date and is of particular interest since 185Bi has a single proton outside theZ=82 closed shell, and represents the rst proton radioactivity measurement inthis region of the nuclear chart.Because competition from ssion is high for nuclei produced at high angular101
momentum, 185Bi was produced via the 1p1n evaporation channel using the re-latively cold compound nucleus reaction 92Mo + 95Mo  ! 187Po at excitationenergies between 25 and 30 MeV. A proton line having an energy of 1594  9keV and a half-life of 44  16 s was observed and assigned to 185Bi on the basisof correlations with a preceding implanted ion of mass 185 and the subsequent184Pb alpha decay. The origin of this fast decay was concluded to be a low-lyingintruder state in 185Bi. Details can be found in the original paper [Dav96].In another experiment, Poli et al. [Pol98], using the 78Kr + 102Pd reaction at370 MeV, observed two proton groups from 177Tl with energies and half-lives of1918  10 keV (241(32) s) and 1178  19 keV (24(7) ms). Two correspondingalphas were observed also. Both proton groups were correlated with known alphasfrom 176Hg and 172Pt. The low energy proton group has been interpreted as thedecay of the 1/2+ ground state of 177Tl with a proton branching ratio of 0.2. Theother proton line is assigned to an isomer at 744(21) keV excitation energy.
4.5 Summary of Experimental Results
Tables 4.7 and 4.8 give a summary of new transitions measured in proton radio-activity experiments using the FMA at Argonne National Laboratory. At least 13new proton transitions and six new alpha transitions have been discovered. Theseprovide a wealth of spectroscopic information, which is discussed in the followingchapter.
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Nucleus Beam+Target Cross-section Energy(keV) Half-life(ms)157Ta 270 MeV 58Ni + 102Pd 20 nb 927  7 10.1  0.4161Re 270 MeV 58Ni + 106Cd 150 nb 1192  6 0.37  0.04161mRe " 150 nb 1315  7 16  1141Ho 285 MeV 54Fe + 92Mo 200 nb 1169  8 4.2  0.4171Au 389 MeV 78Kr + 96Ru 2 b 1692  6 1.02 0.10165Ir 384 MeV 78Kr + 92Mo 200 nb 1707  7 0.30  0.06166Ir " 300 nb 1145  8 10.5 2.2166mIr " 6 b 1316  8 15.1  0.9167Ir 357 MeV 78Kr + 92Mo 10 b 1064  6 35.2  2.0167mIr " 100 b 1238  5 30.0  0.6185mBi 410 MeV 92Mo + 95Mo 100 nb 1585  9 0.044  0.016177Tl 370 MeV 78Kr + 102Pd { 1178  19 24  7177mTl " { 1918  10 0.241  32
Table 4.7: New proton emitters identied at Argonne National Lab
Parent nucleus Alpha particle energy (keV) Half-life (ms)157Ta 6117  4 10.4  0.4167Ir 6351  5 35.2  2.0163Re 5870  5 390  72166Ir 6562  6 10.5  2.2162Re 6086  5 107  13165Ir 6715  7 0.39  0.16




The proton emitters presented in the previous chapter along with those studiedat GSI and Daresbury complete a continuous chain of odd-Z proton emittingnuclei from Z=67-83. This wealth of new information on a diverse range of nuclei,from those expected to be highly deformed to ones described well by a sphericalmodel of the nucleus, allows us to develop our understanding of the proton decaymechanism and the nuclear structure at the proton drip-line.
5.1 Spectroscopic factors for spherical nuclei
Proton-decaying nuclei in the region above Z=68 have been shown to be reason-ably well described by a spherical model of the nucleus and half-life predictionsusing such an approach are suciently accurate to assign protons to particularorbitals in parent nuclei. However, some predicted half-lives in this region are upto an order of magnitude greater than the measured values, and a more rigor-ous treatment of proton decay must include nuclear structure eects, which aredescribed by the use of the spectroscopic factor, as described in section 2.4.The spherical half-life predictions calculated using the WKB approximationare compared to experimentally measured values in columns two and three of
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Nuclide tcalc1=2;p texp1=2;p Scalc Sexp157Ta 167 ms 300  110 ms 0.56 0.56  0.21161gRe 0.142 ms 0.37  0.04 ms 0.44 0.38  0.04161mRe 107 ms 325  44 ms 0.44 0.33  0.05171Au 0.415 ms 2.22  0.29 ms 0.22 0.19  0.03167gIr 28.4 ms 110  15 ms 0.33 0.26  0.07167mIr 2.47 s 7.5  1.9 s 0.33 0.33  0.11
Table 5.1: Spectroscopic factors for proton decaying states in 157Ta, 161Re, 171Auand 167Ir




































Nuclide texp1=2;p tth1=2;p Sexp Sth157Ta 300110 ms 22060 ms 0.740.34 0.66161gRe 0.370.04 ms 0.190.03 ms 0.510.10 0.59161mRe 32544 ms 8614 ms 0.27 0.06 0.33171Au 2.220.29 ms 0.350.04 ms 0.160.03 0.14167gIr 11015 ms 367 ms 0.330.08 0.51167mIr 7.51.9 ms 2.00.4 ms 0.270.09 0.23Table 5.2: Comparison of experimental and theoretical half-lives and spectroscopicfactors using DWBA calculations and BCS theory [Abe97].
latter two might be due to the residual np interaction mixing the d3=2f7=2 ands1=2f7=2 congurations, hence reducing single particle strengths .
5.2 Proton Decay of Deformed Nuclei
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Figure 5.2: Plot of quadrupole  deformation parameter 2 versus proton andneutron number.
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Figure 5.3: Single proton energy levels as a function of deformation for 141Hocalculated by Moller [Mol97b].
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Figure 5.4: Calculated proton decay half-life for 141Ho based on the 7/2 [523]Nilsson orbital. The observed half-life is between the values indicated by thedashed lines.
predicted using the multiparticle theory with that predicted by the macroscopic-microscopic model gives strong support to the validity of using a deformation-dependent model of proton decay in this region.
5.3 Qp value predictions and mass models
As discussed in section 4.1.5, Q value loops can be exploited to provide predictionsof proton separation energies for nuclei from which proton decay has not beenobserved. Given proton and alpha decay energies of a state in a nucleus and thealpha decay energy of the proton daughter, one can calculate the proton decay
111
Q value for the analogous state in the alpha daughter nucleus. Energies of 604 10 keV and 684  9 keV were predicted for the h11=2 and s1=2 states in 153Lu.Assignment of the 1238  7 keV line from 167Ir to the h11=2 state was made onthe basis of the Qp prediction provided by the proton and alpha decays from theh11=2 state in 171Au.Figure 5.5 shows the alpha decay chains following the decay of 167Ir and thecalculated Q values for proton decay from the h11=2 and s1=2 states in the daughternuclei. There are two alpha decay chains, starting with the Q=6567(5) and6507(5) keV decays from 167Ir, both being consistent with l = 0 transitions,which connect the h11=2 and s1=2 states in the chains, respectively. A full discussionof the decay chain can be found in [Dav97a]. It should be noted that only theprotons from 167Ir have been observed. Proton decays from 163Re, 159Ta and155Lu have energies consistent with partial half-lives too long to be experimentallyobserved, as shown in table 5.3. 151Lu has negative Qp values for both states, i.e.,they are bound to proton decay.
Nuclide Proton Qp (keV) Predicted partialOrbital half-life163mRe h11=2 826  10  3 Ms163Re s1=2 712  9  70 ks159mTa h11=2 438  12  1018 s159Ta s1=2 376  11  1017 s155mLu s1=2 120  12  1040 s155Lu h11=2 99  13  1040 s
Table 5.3: Predicted proton partial half-lives for 163Re, 159Ta and 155Lu using Qpvalues in gure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Decay cascade from 167Ir used to calculate Qp values.
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Figure 5.6: (a)Measured and derived proton separation energies for ground stateproton emitters compared to the predictions of Liran and Zeldes [Lir76]. Filledcircles represent measurements of ground state proton radioactivity, open circlesdenote those calculated from Q value loops and squares are predictions usingestimations of excitation energies.(b) As (a) but with the predictions of Moller etal.[Mol95] 114
allow the calculation of Qp values for states in 161;162Re, 157;158Ta, 153;154Lu and173Au. Figure 5.6(a) shows a plot of measured and derived proton separationenergies for ground state proton emitters of the odd-Z elements from Ho(Z=67)to Bi(Z=83), compared to the predictions of the mass model of Liran and Zeldes[Lir76], which are represented by the solid lines. The lled circles represent meas-urements of ground state proton decay. The squares are predictions of the groundstate proton energies based on observed proton decays from excited states andestimates of the excitation energies of those states. The open circles denote theground state proton energies calculated from Q value loops for nuclei which arethe daughters of the proton emitters 177Tl, 167Ir, 166Ir and 157Ta. The dashedline represents the experimental limit for observation of the proton decays in thisregion; proton emitters with separation energies above this line will have half-lives> 1s. Figure 5.6(b) shows the same data compared the the predictions of Molleret al. [Mol95].From gure 5.6 it can be seen that the Liran-Zeldes mass models predictsthe proton separation energies remarkably well, although an overestimation of theproton binding of about 200 keV is evident for most of the nuclei. The mass modelof Moller at al. predicts the values rather less well, with the overestimation beingabout 500 keV. The most striking dierence between the predictions of the twomodels is the Moller-Nix giving a strong odd-even staggering eect reecting astronger interaction between the unpaired proton and neutron. As mentioned inthe original paper [Lir76], the Liran-Zeldes model is relatively insensitive to localstructure eects and tends to smooth out any slope discontinuities in the experi-mental data. Nevertheless, both models give reasonably good predictions for theproton separation energies of the nuclei observed at GSI and Daresbury. The suc-cess of the Liran-Zeldes model in predicting proton decay Q-values is outstandingconsidering it was devised before the rst example of proton radioactivity wasdiscovered and therefore does not incorporate any proton decay measurements
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into its database.
5.4 Mass excesses derived from the proton and
alpha decays of 167Ir
Additional information, in the area of mass excesses, can be obtained from theseexperiments if one of the nuclei on a decay chain has a known mass. A recentmeasurement of the mass excess of the 2  state in 150Ho as -61950(27) keV usingthe ISOLTRAP facility [Bec96] provides us with a starting point since the the Qvalue for electron capture from 150Er to the 2  state in 150Ho has been measuredto be 4108(5) keV [Aud93]. This gives a value of -57842 keV for the mass excessof 150Er. Using the Q values in gure 5.5, the mass excesses of 154Yb, 158Hf,162W and 166Os, the alpha decay parents of 150Er can be calculated. These arelisted in table 5.4, along with the mass excesses of 171mAu and 167Ir, obtainedfrom their proton decay Q values. The mass excesses of the nuclei alpha decaychain terminating at 151Tm can also be calculated using the known alpha decay Qvalues given in gure 5.8. These are also shown in table 5.4 as well as the resultsof the systematic predictions of the 1995 update to the Atomic Mass Evaluation(AME95)[Aud95]. The dierences between the experimental mass excesses andthose of AME95 show a smooth increase moving further from the line of  stability.
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Nuclide Mass Excess (keV) Systematic Prediction(keV) Dierence(keV)150Er -57842(31) -59970(100) 128(105)154Yb -49943(31) -50080(100) 137(105)158Hf -42112(31) -42250(100) 138(105)162W -34006(32) -34150(100) 144(105)166Os -25433(32) -25590(100) 157(105)170Pt -16300(33) -16460(100) 160(105)171Au(s1=2) -7529(115) -7660(250) 131(275)167Ir(s1=2) -17074(33) 17190(100) 116(105)163Re(s1=2) -26006(33) -26110(110) 104(115)159Ta(s1=2) -34449(33) -34550(120) 101(124)155Lu(s1=2) -42555(34) -42630(130) 75(134)151Tm(s1=2) -50791(34) -50830(140) 39(144)
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on level orderings in this region. It was deduced that a proton in the s1=2 orbitalformed the ground state in these nuclei, with the excitation energy of the h11=2state above the ground state increasing with Z.Information from the proton decay of 167Ir and the alpha decay chains from167Ir and 166Os, terminating at 151Tm and 150Er, enabled deductions of protonseparation energies for four nuclei from which proton decay has been unobserved,163Re, 159Ta, 155Lu and 151Tm. These energies were consistent with either partialhalf-lives too long to be observable or a bound outer proton (151Tm). For 155Luand 151Tm a switching of the s1=2 and h11=2 was deduced, with the latter formingthe ground state conguration. A similar switching of the levels occurs between157Ta and 153Lu.Calculations based on a low-seniority shell model for the wavefunctions of theproton emitters in this region 65  Z  82, with a model space of 18 particles indegenerate s1=2, d3=2 and h11=2 orbitals, and assuming a simple form for the spec-troscopic factor, provided good agreement with the experimental measurements.Proton emission from 141Ho required a dierent approach since it is expected tohave a high prolate deformation and has a half-life at least an order of magnitudedierent from any simple barrier penetration model prediction. A calculationusing the multiparticle theory of Kadmensky and Bugrov produced a theoret-ical half-life in extremely good agreement with the measured value, assuming anoccupancy of 1 for the 7/2 [523] Nilsson orbital.The large number of Qp values provided by these experiments has allowed anextensive test of the predictions of the mass models. The Liran-Zeldes modelpredictions agree remarkably well with the data, while the model of Moller et al.performs relatively poorly. The measurements also provided a link to the knownmass surface and enabled the calculation of 12 new ground state masses, via the167Ir  ! 151Tm and 166Os  ! 150Er alpha decay chains.
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6.2 Future research on drip-line nuclei
The scope for discovery of new proton emitters is now somewhat limited. Com-petition from ssion becomes overwhelming as one tries to produce drip-line nucleiwith Z>83 with fusion-evaporation reactions because they create the compoundnuclei with high angular momentum. At lower masses, the Q window for ob-servable proton decay is very small and it becomes increasingly unlikely withdecreasing Z that a particular element will have a proton-unstable isotope with ahalf-life in the range accessible with current separator techniques (1 s  t1=2 1 s).However, there are still gaps to be lled. Since the completion of the workdescribed here, proton emission from 131Eu has been observed at Argonne [Dav98].This is another example of proton emission from a nucleus with a high prolatedeformation (2=0.331 [Mol97]). As yet, no proton emitters have been observedin the elements La, Pr, Pm and Tb. The discovery of these would establish acontinuous chain of 17 odd-Z proton emitters from Z=51-83 and would provide awealth of nuclear structure information on nuclei with a wide range of deformation.The technique of recoil decay tagging (RDT) has already been used to studythe structure of 109I 147Tm and 157Ta, and with the coupling of the Gammas-phere germanium detector array to the FMA in late 1997, the prospect for furthernuclear structure studies on drip-line nuclei is good. Gamma-ray studies of nuc-lear structure will provide more information for theoretical calculations of protonemission from deformed nuclei which is an archetypal example of the more generalphenomenon of quantum tunneling in a deformed potential.
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